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1. Introduction
Degradation is a process of breaking down a material
into its constituent elements by a physical, chemical or
a biochemical process which should be irreversible.
When this process of degradation is aided by the at-
tack of living matter especially microorganisms, re-
sulting into mineralization or biomass, it becomes
Biodegradation [1]. There are two types of biodegra-
dation, aerobic and anaerobic. When material is biode-
graded in the presence of oxygen it is called aerobic
biodegradation and if without oxygen then anaerobic
biodegradation. For a material to be completely biode-
graded it must be converted into carbon dioxide, water
and minerals and the intermediate products should
contain biomass [1]. Both the aerobic and anaerobic
types of biodegradation are represented in below
mechanisms

Cpolymer + O2 . CO2 + H2O + Cresidue + Cbiomass + Salts

Cpolymer . CO2 + CH4 + H2O + Cresidue + Cbiomass + Salts

Where, Cpolymer represents either a polymer or a
fragment that is considered to be composed only of
carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. When Cpolymer is
completely converted into gaseous products and salts,
then the biodegradation is completed [1].

The biodegradation of materials depend upon the poly-
mer chemistry and the environment in which they are

exposed. Some of the important factors that directly
influence the rate of biodegradation are presence of
microorganism, availability of oxygen, availability of
water, temperature and pH etc. [1]. Microorganisms
attack on any kind of fibre or material surface in vari-
ous steps like 1) Microorganisms stick onto the sur-
face of a material either by adhesion or aggregation,
2) proliferation of attached microbial cells, 3) produc-
tion of enzymes, 4) biodegradation of materials, 5)
reduction of degree of polymerization of material poly-
mer and production of degradable products. [2].

Cellulose is composed of insoluble, linear chains of
glucose units linked by b-1, 4-glucosidic bonds . It is
composed of highly crystalline regions and (non-crys-
talline) regions forming a structure generally resistant
to enzymatic hydrolysis, especially the crystalline re-
gions [3]. The cellulose fibers are usually embedded
in an amorphous matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin
[4].

In native cellulose the cellulose chains are oriented in
a parallel super molecular structure in which inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding between contiguous cel-
lulose molecules, results in a sheet-like structure in
the cellulose fibers [5].

The major component of lignocellulose materials is
cellulose, along with lignin and hemicellulose. Cellu-
lose and hemicellulose are macromolecules from dif-
ferent sugars; whereas lignin is an aromatic polymer
synthesized from phenylpropanoid precursors. The
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composition and percentages of these polymers vary
from one plant species to another. Moreover, the com-
position within a single plant varies with age, stage of
growth, and other conditions [6]. Long cells envel-
oped by a characteristic cellular wall form wood. This
wall is a complex structure that acts at the same time
as plant skin and backbone.

The biological degradation of cellulose, hemicellulose,
and lignin has attracted the interest of microbiologists
and biotechnologists for many years. The diversity of
cellulosic and lignocellulosic substrates has contrib-
uted to the difficulties found in enzymatic studies. Fungi
are the best-known microorganisms capable of degrad-
ing these three polymers. Because the substrates are
insoluble, both bacterial and fungal degradation have
to occur exocellularly, either in association with the
outer cell envelope layer or extracellular. Microorgan-
isms have two types of extracellular enzymatic sys-
tems: the hydrolytic system, which produces hydroly-
ses and is responsible for cellulose and hemicellulose
degradation; and a unique oxidative and extracellular
ligninolytic system, which depolymerizes lignin.

Most of the cellulolytic microorganisms belong to
eubacteria and fungi, even though some anaerobic
protozoa and slime molds able to degrade cellulose
have also been described. Cellulolytic microorganisms
can establish synergistic relationships with non-cellu-
lolytic species in cellulosic wastes. The interactions
between both populations lead to complete degrada-
tion of cellulose, releasing carbon dioxide and water
under aerobic conditions,and carbon dioxide, methane
and water under anaerobic conditions [7,8].

Microorganisms capable of degrading cellulose pro-
duce a battery of enzymes with different specificities,
working together. Cellulases hydrolyze the b-1,4-gly-
cosidic linkages of cellulose. Traditionally, they are
divided into two classes referred to as endoglucanases
and cellobiohydrolases. Endoglucanases (endo-1,4-b-
glucanases, EGs) can hydrolyze internal bonds (pref-
erably in cellulose amorphous regions) releasing new
terminal ends. Cellobiohydrolases (exo-1,4-b-
glucanases, CBHs) act on the existing or
endoglucanase- generated chain ends.

About 5-10% of cellulose is degraded in nature under
anaerobic conditions. The cellulose system of anaero-
bic microorganisms is clearly different from that of
aerobic fungi and bacteria. The best characterized is

that of Clostridium thermocellum, a strict anaerobic
gram-positive, sporulated bacterium.

Hemicelluloses are biodegraded to monomeric sugars
and acetic acid. Hemicellulases are frequently classi-
fied according to their action on distinct substrates.
Xylan is the main carbohydrate found in hemicellu-
lose. Its complete degradation requires the cooperative
action of a variety of hydrolytic enzymes. An impor-
tant distinction should be made between endo-1,4-b-
xylanase and xylan 1,4-b-xylosidase. The former gen-
erates oligosaccharides from the cleavage of xylan;
the latter works on xylan oligosaccharides, producing
xylose [6].

The structural complexity of lignin, its high molecular
weight and its insolubility make its degradation very
difficult. Extracellular, oxidative, and unspecific en-
zymes that can liberate highly unstable products which
further undergo many different oxidative reactions
catalyze the initial steps of lignin depolymerization.
This non-specific oxidation of lignin has been referred
to as ''enzymatic combustion'' [9]. White-rot fungi are
the microorganisms that most efficiently degrade lig-
nin. Degradation of lignin and lignin-degrading en-
zymes has also been reported for actinobacteria from
the Streptomyces genus [4]. Even though lignin bio-
degradation is accepted as an aerobic process, some
authors have reported that anaerobic microorganisms
in the rumen may alter, if not partially degrade, por-
tions of lignified plant cells [10].

In this present study, an attempt has been made to
understand the process of biodegradation of jute fabric
when they are subjected to soil burial test.

2. Materials
The materials were used for the present study of bio-
degradation is jute fabric which are shown in Figure
2.1. The dimensions of the samples were 5× 5 cm2 and
the sample weight was 25gm of each sample.

Figure 2.1 (Optical image of Jute fabric)
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3. Experimental Procedure
In this experiment samples of jute of fabric were cut
into pieces of 5x5 cm2 and four samples were ana-
lyzed when they were buried in soil according to the
ISO 11721-1:2001 and ISO 11721:2003 standards. The
samples are buried in such a way that all four pieces
of jute fabric are buried in a separate beaker of 1000
ml. After every week soil from all beakers is taken out
and moisturized with distilled water, after that soil
with samples is again put back in the beakers and one
piece of jute fabric is kept out to study the effect of
microorganisms. These samples are first rinsed in etha-
nol/water (70%/30% volume fraction) solution for
approximately 10 min before drying at room tempera-
ture and after that further experiment were conducted.

3.1. Evaluation by Nikon Eclipse (E200) Optical Mi-
croscope
Nikon Eclipse (E200) is equipped with high-resolu-
tion camera and image analysis software. The mea-
surements were performed according to a pre-defined
macro, which ensured that all samples were analyzed
in the same way and under the same conditions. It has
several optical lenses marked as 10X, 20X and 40X
having magnification range from 100 to 400 times.

3.2. Evaluation by Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM)
The samples were examined under Scanning Electron
Microscopy [SEM] using Zeiss EVO 18 Special edi-
tion for imaging analysis. Examination was done with
working distance (WD) of 6.5 mm and Electron Gun
frequency at 20 kV for imaging at a magnification of
4KX with SEM Workstation.

3.3. Evaluation by Fourier Transformation Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR)
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is one of the most impor-
tant and most frequently used analytical technique
which enable interpretation of the chemical structure
of the substance consequently identification of its func-
tional groups. A sample is placed in the path of infra-
red beam and the functional groups of sample absorb
different infrared frequencies and this absorption causes
vibrations of the molecules.

3.4. Evaluation by Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
In Thermogravimetric analysis the apparatus type that
is used in EXSTAR6000 (TG/DTA 6300) instrument
at a heating rate of 100c/min with a range from 250c to
5000c. The sample that is to be run on this machine is
heated at constant rate, while change in mass of sample

is recorded as function of temperature. The weighing
of the sample is done by a thermo-balance which is
present inside the furnace.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Microscopic analysis of jute
Then jute samples before experimentation and taken
out from soil after seven, fourteen, twenty one and
twenty eight days have been analyzed visually and
with the help of optical and scanning electron micro-
scope. The findings are pictorially represented in Fig-
ure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Degradation of Jute

Normally in jute, the cellulosic polymers have a high
degree of polymerization (~5,000 to 11,000 units),
highly reactive hydroxyl (-OH) groups, and the ability
to support hydrogen bonding with its 70% crystalline
area. The remaining 30% of the fiber is amorphous.
Although the degree of crystallinity is high, the crys-
talline portions are often at an angle to the fiber axis
[11,12]. So these regions will not effectively take part
to resist the degradation process carried out by micro-
organisms. After four weeks the jute fibers are highly
degraded as it is clear from the microscopic view but
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from the naked eye it seems to be less degraded, but
this is not the case as jute has higher mass per unit
area and diameter and in addition to this the fabric
structure of jute was also very compact. So these fac-
tors hindered the attack of microorganisms to some
extent.  The amount of lignin present in jute is highest
among all other woody fibres and lignin behaves as a
retarding agent for swelling and thus results in the
limitation of intra-crystalline swelling so absorbance
of moisture is also limited [13].  Because the capacity
of microorganisms to assimilate complex carbohydrates,
such as cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, depend on
the ability to produce the enzymes described above.
The lignocellulosic compost microbiota have been
recently reviewed by Tuomela et al.[14]. Populations
growing in compost piles consist mainly of bacteria
and fungi. Polymers such as hemicellulose, cellulose,
and lignin are only degraded once the more easily
degradable compounds have been consumed. After-
wards, the lignocellulosic materials are partly trans-
formed into humus.

4.2. FTIR analysis of jute
The FTIR investigation of three week behavior of jute
samples when taken out every week and studied by
FTIR is represented by the Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: FTIR analysis of jute

The prominent change which shows that the material
has degraded can be seen by the spectra in the range
of 1400 cm-1 to 1740 cm-1, here an increase in the
intensities of the spectrum after every week has been
noticed. It represents that the initial functional groups
that were present in the jute sample has been attacked
by microorganisms, degraded and they have converted
them into new biomass. At 1732 cm-1 the peak of third
and fourth week is most prominent which is represent-
ing the absorption of water molecules; it shows that
with the passage of time structure of cellulose col-
lapses and absorption of water molecules increases

[15].  According to different authors [16] the spectra
of cellulose show decrease of bands particularly at
1372 cm-1, 1336 cm-1, 1313 cm-1, 1280 cm-1,1160 cm-
1 and 1105 cm-1 when moving from high crystalline to
amorphous cellulose, which means that the samples
are degraded. The occurrence of peak near 1730 cm-
1 in the FT-IR spectra is due to (C=O stretching of)
the carboxyl groups. The bands at 1595 and 1505 cm-
1 show the presence of aromatic rings in jute fiber.
The spectra of lignin show peaks in these regions, due
to the stretching modes of the benzene ring. The bands
near 1250 and 1235 cm-1 are possibly due to C-O-C
bond in the cellulose chain and OH deformation re-
spectively [17].

4.3. TGA analysis of jute
In Thermo-gravimetric analysis for jute the maximum
temperature is set to 5000C and the ramp rate is set to
100C per minute. The weight of the sample taken was
10 mg. The reduction in weight percentage versus
increase in temperature plot for jute samples is shown
in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: TGA curve of (a). raw Jute, (b). after 2
week and (c). after 4 week of degradation

It is clear from the Figure 4.3 that when the jute sample
before degradation was tested by TGA, maximum
amount of fabric was burnt and the remains were only
the ash [18, 19]. But in case of jute sample after two
weeks due to the exposure to soil, microorganisms
have degraded the samples and the amount of cellu-
lose has been reduced [20,]. The sample underwent
5.65% weight loss during the first step of degradation,
which is attributed to moisture loss. The amount of
moisture absorbed continuously decreased with increase
of biodegradation as the tendency to liberate absorbed
moisture is generally depends upon the packed struc-
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ture. Due to biodegradation of the jute the structure
has been breakdown and no packed structure is present
after degradation [21]. Normally the second stage of
degradation started at 2530C due to hemicelluloses
degradation followed by degradation of a-cellulose
with higher temperature in case of jute. Again, when
the sample is heated up to 5000C, it reduced the weight
about 50-60% but after that it was impossible to re-
duce the mass [22] as there was negligible amount of
cellulose was left. This behavior is the same for the
third and fourth week sample but the sample is more
biodegraded which is cleared from both microscopic
view and thermal behavior.

Analysis of activation energy also can be helpful in
reaching conclusions about the biodegradation of fi-
bers. The larger the activation energy, the greater is
the stability. The present calculations are based on the
Broido's equation ln[ln(1/y)] = - E/R{(1/T) + K} and
all the samples considering the temperature range in
between 2500C-4000C. Where R is the gas constant, T
is the temperature in Kelvin, K is a constant, y is the
normalized weight (wt/w0), wt denotes the weight of
the samples at any time t, while w0 stands for its
initial weight respectively. The value of activation
energy is 32 J/K calculated for the untreated sample
where as the value is decreased to 12 J/K after 4 weeks.

5. Concluding Remarks
The biodegradation of jute fabric under the attack of
microorganisms present in the soil has been studied
successfully for four weeks and the changes that oc-
curred in the samples are measured by different scien-
tific methods like thermo gravimetric analysis and
Fourier transformations infrared spectroscopy. The
degraded fabric has also been observed by optical and
scanning electron microscopy. Atlast, if we look at the
results jute seems to be damaged much quicker. The
degradation happens due to the development and at-
tack of microorganism during prolonged contact of fibre
with soil.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Fabric handle
Fabric hand is a generic term for descriptive character-
istics of textiles obtained through tactile comparison.
Fabric hand attributes can be obtained through subjec-
tive assessment or objective measurements. Subjective
assessment is the traditional method of describing fab-
ric handle based on the experience and variable sensi-
tivity of human beings [1]. Textiles are touched,
squeezed, rubbed or otherwise handled to obtain infor-
mation about physical parameters. In the clothing in-
dustry, professional trained handle experts sort out the
fabric qualities.

Objective assessment has a different primary goal: It
is to predict fabric hand by testing relationships be-
tween sensory reactions and instrumental data.  The
objective measurement of fabric hand can be dated to
work by Peirce on fabric bending and compression in
the 1930's (Peirce, 1930) [2]. In the 1950's and 1960's
work at  the Swedish Institute for Textile Research

(TEFO) in Sweden was focused toward objective
measurement and analysis of fabric bending, tensile,
shear and compression properties. This research used
objective measurements to analyze relationships be-
tween mechanical properties and the ability to tailor
and form fabric into three dimensional garments [3].
More recently, instrumentation has been developed to
measure mechanical properties that specifically con-
tribute to fabric hand and quality. The two primarily
used fabric objective measurement systems are the
Kawabata Evaluation System for Fabrics (KES-F) and
the Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing (SiroFAST)
[4]. Based on the results from KESF measurement
regression equations have been obtained for calcula-
tion of primary hand values and total hand value, which
can be compared to the subjective assessment results
[5].

There are several parameters that affect the fabric
handle such as fiber characteristics, yarn and fabric
construction and finishing treatments mainly. Cay and
Vassiliadis [6] has already investigated that woven
fabric density has a significant effect on the handle
properties of the fabric. Aliouche and Viallier [7] have
already proved that hairiness has an important effect
on tactile feelings such as surface roughness and fab-

Comparison of Handle Properties of Cotton Fabrics
Woven from Ring and Compact Spun Yarns from

Different Pneumatic Compacting Systems
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woven from these yarns. Compact yarns were spun on three different pneumatic compacting
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fabrics with three different weave structures, i.e. 1/1 plain, twill 3/3 and satin 6. All woven fabrics
samples were tested for their extensibility, bending rigidity, shear rigidity, compressibility and
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ric compression. Yan et al.,[8] has already investigated
the effect of bleaching on the mechanical properties of
fabrics and determined that bleached fabrics have a
coarse handle and a lower fullness than those of the
unbleached. Manich et al. [9] has also examined the
finishing effects on the compression of woven fabrics.
They found that the finishing treatment of gray goods
leads to a fuller and more compact fabric structure
giving the increase in fabric density (46% and in the
cover factor image analysis (9%), as well as the de-
crease in thickness (33%). It is also proved that hand,
shrinkage and surface roughness is dependent mainly
on the type of fabric [10].

1.2 Compact spinning
Since the compact spinning system has been intro-
duced commercially onto the market, a large number
of studies have been conducted related to the short-
staple and long-staple compact spinning techniques,
each of which claims to offer advantages, dramatically
increased production speeds, enhanced quality and
reduced costs. Several researchers [11-19] have all
conducted and issued several studies comparing the
properties of compact spun yarns versus classic ring-
spun yarns. These studies revealed the consistent re-
sults of reduced yarn hairiness, the ability to produce
yarns of enhanced strength and elongation properties
even with a lesser amount of twist, which enables
increased production speeds to be reached in favor of
the compact spin-ning system.

There are different compact spinning systems on the
market from different manufacturers. The main differ-
ence of these systems is the condensing unit. Most of
the pneumatic compacting systems are composed of
perforated drums or lattice aprons over the openings
of the suction slots. With the air flow, the fibers move
sideways and they are consequently condensed. Nowa-
days, various pneumatic compact spinning designs by
different textile machinery manufacturers are on the
market. For instance, in Air-Com-Tex 700 by Zinser, a
perforated apron is added to the classical drafting
system of a ring machine [20], while ComforSpin by

Rieter uses a perforated drum to condense fibers in the
drafting region [21,22]. On the other hand, the EliTe
from Suessen and Toyota compact spinning systems
differ significantly from Rieter and Zinser spinning
system [23, 24]. The principles of pneumatic compact
spinning systems and the physical properties of the
produced yarns from them were compared with ring
spun yarns in literatures [25-32].
Generally, some researchers proved that compact yarn
fabrics are superior to those woven from ring spun
yarns in terms of their tensile properties and air per-
meability [33-37]. To our knowledge, no work so far
was conducted on the properties of the fabrics woven
form different compact spinning systems, especially
their handle related characteristics. Thus, this work
undertaken to study some handle properties of fabrics
woven from ring yarn and compact yarns spun from
three different pneumatic compact spinning systems,
namely Rieter (K-44), Toyota (RX-240) and Suessen
(Fiomax) spinning machines.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Throughout this study, twelve cotton fabrics were
woven with three different weave structures, namely
1/1 plain, twill 3/3 and satin 6. The filling yarns in
each weave structure were produced from ring spun
yarns and three pneumatic compact spun yarns, i.e.
Rieter K-44 (Com 4), Toyota (RX-40) and Suessen
Elite (Fiomax - E1). Warp yarns for all fabric samples
were produced on Platt Saco Lowell ring spinning
machine with count 2/100S Ne.  The characteristics of
the used cotton fabric samples were tabulated in Table
2.1.The repeat units of the three weaves are shown in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Weave design of three fabrics
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All fabric samples were woven on the Rapier weaving
machine with the following particulars:
◆ Machine model: Picanol Gamamax
◆ Shedding mechanism: Electronic dobby
◆ No. of Harness frames: 6
◆ Machine width: 190 cm
◆ Machine running sped: 450 rpm
◆ Reed denting: 35 / inch
◆ Warp width: 168.4 cm

2.2 Laboratory testing
The handle properties of cotton woven fabrics were
measured objectively. All fabric samples were tested
for their extensibility, bending rigidity, shear rigidity,
compression and formability using FAST evaluation
system.

SiroFAST is a set of instruments (FAST-1, FAST-2,
and FAST-3 instruments) and test method for measur-
ing mechanical and dimensional properties of fabrics.
These measurements allow the prediction of fabric
performance in garment manufacture and the appear-
ance of the garment during wear [38]. The instruments
were developed by the Australian CSIRO Division of
Wool Technology. The system was designed to be
relatively inexpensive, reliable, accurate, robust and
simple to operate. A simple method of interpreting the
data to predict fabric performance is an integral port
of the system.

Fabric thickness, FAST-1 measures the thickness of a
fabric under two fixed loads, T2 (2 g/cm2) and T100
(100 g/cm2). The difference in fabric thickness at the
two loads is defined as fabric surface thickness. The
surface thickness of the fabrics was calculated accord-
ing to the following formulas.

Surface thickness (T) = T2- T100 in mm
In this study, the results of fabric thickness at loads 2
g/cm2 and 100 g/cm2 were used to evaluate fabric
compressibility according to the following formula:

Fabric compressibility, % =

Fabric extensibility, FAST-3 is an extensibility meter,
providing a direct measure of fabric extension under
selected loads. Warp, weft and bias directions are tested
on woven fabrics strips. Warp and weft strips are sub-
jected to three loads (5, 20, and 100 gf/cm). Bias strips
are used to calculate shear rigidity and are subjected
to only 5 gf/cm load [39]. In this study, fabric exten-
sibility was evaluated in weft direction at load 100 gf/
cm.

Shear rigidity, The percentage of fabric extension in
the bias direction under a load of 5 g/cm (EB5) was
obtained by a FAST-3 tester. The shear rigidity (G) is
calculated as follows:

G (N/m) =

Formability, Formability is a term derived by
Lindbergh, relating to the relationship between fabric
properties and performance in garment manufacture.
Lindberg [40] defined formability as its ability to cover
surfaces of various curvatures that no wrinkles or folds
are formed. Formability is a measure of the extent to
which fabrics can be compressed in-plane before buck-
ling and thus can be used to predict seam pucker.
Formability, F, in mm2 is calculated from the follow-
ing formula:

F =

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the used woven cotton fabrics

Weft yarn Warp yarn Weft yarn Weft yarn density, Warp yarn density, Weft yarn Warp yarn Fabric width,
type  type count, Ne picks/inch ends/inch  twist factor  twist factor  cm

Ring-spun Ring spun 100/1 4 4

Compact, Ring spun 100/1 4 4
Rieter-K44
(Com 4)

Compact, Ring spun 100/1 4 4
Toyota 80 108 163
(RX-40)

Compact,
Suessen Ring spun 100/1 4 4
(Fiomax-E1)
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Where,
- E5, Extension at 5 gf/cm, in %
- E20, Extension at 20 gf/cm, in %
- B, Bending Rigidity, in mN.m

Fabric bending rigidity, FAST-2 measures two bend-
ing properties of a fabric, fabric bending length and
fabric bending rigidity. Bending length is related to
the ability of a fabric to drape, and bending rigidity is
related more to the quality of stiffness felt when the
fabric is touched or handled [41].

FAST-2 is a bending meter which works on the canti-
lever principle, meaning a fabric strip is pushed over
a vertical edge until it has bent under its own weight
to a specified angle, in this case 41.5° from the hori-
zontal. The instrument uses photocells to detect the
edge of the fabric and the bending length; thus calcu-
lating the bending rigidity based on the bending length
and the fabric weight [39].

The bending rigidities in the weft direction were cal-
culated according to the following formula:

G = W × C3 × 9.807× 10-6

Where,
G:  fabric bending rigidity in mN.m.
W: fabric mass per unit area in g/cm2, and
C: bending length in mm.

2.3 Statistical analysis
In this study, all test results were assessed using Two-
Way ANOVA to detect the significant effect of spin-
ning type and weave structure on the handle proper-
ties. The difference between fabrics properties were
examined at significance level 0 # a # 0.05.  From the
ANOVA analysis, % contribution of different factors
is evaluated based on the following expression [42]:

Contribution, % = × 100

Where, SS
f 
is sum of squares of the factor, df

f
 is de-

gree of freedom of the factor, MSe is mean squares of
the error, and SS

t
 is total sum of squares.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Compressibility
The fabric compressibility, which is a percentage
change in fabric thickness at 2 gf cm-2 and 100 gf
cm-2, was used for assessing fabric compression. The
ompressibility of ring and compact yarn fabrics with
different weave structures were depicted in Figure 3.1.
The statistical analysis proved that weave structure

has a significant influence on the fabric compressibil-
ity at significance level 0.01, whereas the types of
spinning systems have not any significant effect.

Figure 3.1: Compressibility of ring and compact yarn
fabrics with different weave structures.

From Figure 3.1, it can be seen that weave structures
differ significantly in relation to fabric compressibil-
ity. Regardless of the spinning systems, satin fabrics
showed higher compressibility while plain fabrics yield
lower compressibility. It was determined that weave
structure type accounted for 49% of the variability in
fabric compressibility, and that the type of spinning
systems accounted for 20%.  The lower compressibil-
ity of plain fabrics may be ascribed to their highest
index of interlacement with maximum number of in-
tersections and minimum float compared to all other
fabrics. Fabrics with 6 end satin and 3/3 twill have
maximum float and lowest index of interlacement. As
these fabrics are much more flexible, they will drape
down by buckling into more folds than stiff fabric like
1/1 plain which results in high compressibility of these
fabrics.

Generally, ring-spun yarn fabrics exhibited consider-
ably higher compressibility than the compact yarn
fabrics. The average compressibility values of fabrics
woven from ring, k-44, Toyota and Suessen yarns
amount to 51%, 48.6%, 49% and 46.3% respectively.
The lower compressibility of the compact -spun yarn
fabrics is the outcome of the enhanced fiber integra-
tion in the yarn structure, which in turn, leads to smaller
yarn diameter and lower surface compression. The
higher compressibility values of fabrics woven from
Toyota compact spun yarns compared to the other
pneumatic compacting systems might be due to the
lower compacting system by which this type of yarns
have been produced.
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3.2 Extensibility

Figure 3.2: Extensibility of ring and compact yarn
fabrics with different weave structures.

In determining the effect of spinning systems type and
weave structures on extensibility of ring and compact
yarn woven fabrics in weft directions, the results were
plotted in Figure 3.2. The statistical analysis showed
the significant influence of both variables on the fab-
ric extensibility at significance level 0.05. It was proved
that weave structure type accounted for 34% of the
variability in fabric extensibility, while the spinning
systems type accounted for 24%.

From this Figure it can be observed that the compact-
spun yarn fabrics tend to display substantially higher
values of extensibility compared to that obtained for
equivalent ring-spun yarn fabrics. A possible explana-
tion for this trend may be due to the large inter-fiber
friction associated with compact - spun yarns, which
in turn, increases fabric extensibility. It is also shown
that fabrics woven with plain weave have higher ex-
tensibility values (11.9%) and those woven with satin
weave has the lower extensibility (9.8%). The higher
extensibility values that accompanied plain fabrics are
probably due to the higher interlacing points and then
increasing the friction between warp and weft threads.
Irrespective of the spinning type, fabrics woven from
com-4 yarns exhibited higher extensibility followed
by those produced from Fiomax-E1. The higher exten-
sibility values associated with fabrics woven from
Reiter compact spun yarns may be due to the higher
compacting power that accompanies manufacturing this
type of compact yarns.

3.3 Bending Rigidity
The effects of weave structure and spinning types on
the fabric bending rigidity were depicted in Figure
3.3. The statistical analysis showed the significant

influence of weave structure on the fabric bending
rigidity at 0.05 significance level, while spinning sys-
tems type has insignificant effect.

Figure 3.3: Bending rigidity of ring and compact yarn
fabrics with different weave structures.

In all cases, fabrics woven with compact-spun yarns
have slightly higher bending rigidity than those woven
with ring - spun yarn fabrics. The higher bending ri-
gidity of the compact - spun yarn fabrics can be as-
cribed to the compactness structure of the yarns from
which this type of fabric is woven, which gives less
freedom of fiber movement in the yarn cross-section
during bending, which in turn increases the fabric
bending rigidity. Although the insignificant difference
between ring and pneumatic compact yarn fabrics with
respect to fabric bending rigidity, the fabrics woven
from Toyota compact spun yarn associated with the
highest bending rigidity.

Irrespective of the type of spinning systems, the fab-
rics woven with plain weave displayed the highest
bending rigidity value (2.7 mN.m), while satin fabrics
displayed the lowest one (2 mN.m).  In this study, the
fabrics were in the form plain, 3/3 twill and satin 6. In
a plain weave, the ends and picks float over one thread,
causing each float to be surrounded (tightened) by 4
interlacing points. In such case, floats are compara-
tively small, interlacing points are high and free spaces
between yarns are zero, making the fabric to be rela-
tively firm (giving the yarns no freedom to move). On
the contrary, in a 3/3 twill, the ends and picks float
over 3 consecutive threads respectively without any
interlacing. Such a condition makes the float to be
longer and existence of free space makes the fabric
loose. These circumstances are also acceptable for satin
6 weave in which the floats are longer than that of
plain and 3/3 twill weaves, make the fabric most loosely
compared to plain and 3/1 twill weaves. Thus, increas-
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ing of yarn floats in a weave makes the fabric looser
which causes decreasing of bending rigidity.

3.4 Formability
Figure 3.4 shows the influence of weave structure and
the type of spinning systems on fabric formability. The
statistical analysis showed huge influence of both vari-
ables on fabric formability. It was found that the type
of spinning systems accounts for 60% of the effect on
fabric formability, while weave structure accounts for
approximately 16% of the effects on fabric formabil-
ity. As illustrated in this figure, higher formability
values were associated with compact yarn fabrics,
whereas ring yarn fabrics have lower formability val-
ues. The lower values corresponding to fabrics made
from the ring-spun yarns and the higher values corre-
sponding to the yarns produced with compact spinning
systems are attributed to the differences in fabric ex-
tensibility and bending rigidity, as mentioned earlier.

Figure 3.4: Formability of ring and compact yarn
fabrics with different weave structures.

Regardless of the type of the spinning systems, form-
ability values of plain , twill and satin fabrics have the
following order: plain > twill > satin. The higher form-
ability values of plain fabrics may be ascribed to the
higher extensibility and bending rigidity associated with
this type of fabric.

3.5 Shear Rigidity
Shear rigidity values of cotton fabrics woven form
three pneumatic compact spun yarns and ring spun
yarn with different weave structures are illustrated in
Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Shear rigidity of ring and compact yarn
fabrics with different weave structures.

It is noticed that, in general, compact-spun yarn fab-
rics posses higher shear rigidity than ring -spun yarn
fabrics. Since ring -spun yarns have larger bulk, they
are liable to flatten more at cross-over points in the
fabric and thus hinder inter-yarn movement in the fab-
ric substrate. For pneumatic compact spun yarns, it
was found that fabrics woven from Suessen compact
spun yarns yield the highest shear rigidity values, while
fabrics woven from Toyota compact spun yarn exhib-
ited the lowest values.

It is also shown that the effect of weave structure on
fabric shear rigidity has the following order: plain >
twill > satin. Regardless of the type of spinning sys-
tems, the average values of shear rigidities of plain,
twill and satin weave structure are 20.8, 11.5 and 10
N/m respectively.

Fewer yarn cross overs in the twill and satin weave
fabrics compared to plain weave lead to lower inter
yarn friction thereby bringing about significant reduc-
tion in shear rigidity. Subramanium et al. [43] have
shown that the contact between the threads greatly
affects the shear rigidity of the fabrics. In the tighter
structure of the fabric (plain weave), there is a greater
contact between warp and weft threads. Therefore,
compact structure of fabric gives higher shear rigidity
values. Another reason for increasing the shear rigid-
ity of plain fabrics is that due to the compactness of
the plain weave, the yarns are more or less flattened,
thus increasing the contact area between the warp and
weft threads, thereby increasing shear rigidity.
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4. Conclusion
The main conclusion of this research work can be sum
up as follows:
◆ The statistical analysis proved that weave struc-

ture have a profound influence on the handle
related properties of compact and ring yarn fab-
rics. In all cases, woven fabric with plain struc-
ture yields the highest values of the handle prop-
erties, whereas the satin structure yields the low-
est ones.

◆ The type of spinning system was found to have a
significant effect on all handle properties of the
woven fabrics under study, except for their com-
pressibility and formability. Generally, it was
found that compact yarn fabrics were superior to
ring yarn fabrics in all handle properties.

◆ In relation to cotton fabrics woven from pneu-
matic compact spun yarns, there is no significant
difference between their handle properties. How-
ever, and regardless the type of weave structures,
the fabric samples woven from Toyota compact
spun yarns outperform the other compact yarn
fabrics in terms of their compressibility and bend-
ing rigidity. Cotton fabrics woven from Suessen
compact spun yarns were superior to the others
with respect to their formability and shear rigid-
ity. While, Toyota compact yarn fabrics yields
medium values for all hand -related properties
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1. Introduction
Ballistic vests use layers of very strong fiber to "catch"
and deform a bullet, mushrooming it into a dish shape,
and spreading its force over a larger portion of the
vest fiber. The vest absorbs the energy from the de-
forming bullet, bringing it to a stop before it can com-
pletely penetrate the textile matrix. Some layers may
be penetrated but as the bullet deforms, the energy is
absorbed by a larger and larger fiber area.

While a vest can prevent bullet penetration, the vest
and wearer still absorb the bullet's energy. Even with-
out penetration, modern pistol bullets contain enough
energy to cause trauma under the impact point. Vest
specifications will typically include both penetration
resistance requirements and limits on the amount of
impact energy that is delivered to the body [2].

Vests designed for bullets offer little protection against
blows from sharp implements, such as knives, arrows
or ice picks, or from bullets manufactured of non-
deformable materials, e.g., those containing a steel core
instead of lead. This is because the impact force of
these objects stays concentrated in a relatively small
area, allowing them to puncture the fiber layers of
most bullet-resistant fabrics.

Textile vests may be augmented with metal (steel or
titanium), ceramic or polyethylene plates that provide
extra protection to vital areas. These hard armour plates
have proven effective against all handgun bullets and
a range of rifles. These upgraded ballistic vests have
become standard in military use, as soft body armour
vests are ineffective against military rifle rounds.
Corrections officers and other law enforcement offic-
ers often wear vests which are designed specifically
against bladed weapons and sharp objects. These vests
may incorporate coated and laminated para-aramid
textiles or metallic components [7].

1.1 Technical requirements for bullet proof vest
The bulletproof vest must give maximum protection,
comfort and mobility; it must have the following tech-
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nical specifications. NIJ Testing and Compliance -
Bulletproof Vest must pass the NIJ Testing and Com-
pliance. Check the labels of the vest in order to see if
it has NIJ certification that proves that it has passed
the minimum requirements of safety and protection set
by the NIJ. NIJ certification attests the manufacturer's
claim on the durability and performance of the Kevlar
Bulletproof vest and also evaluates the safety and re-
liability as well as the compliance to the minimum
requirements of the National Institute of Justice.  The
Kevlar Bulletproof Vest must be able to pass the NIJ
standard 0101.06.

The Kevlar Bulletproof vest must be lightweight. It
must also pass the average weight standard which is
four pounds. It must have a minimum 4 pounds weight
in order to give goodprotection [8].

the body and eyes against projectiles with various
shape, size and impact velocity. The principle of bal-
listic protection by cloth armour is to dissipate the
energy of the fragment through stretching and break-
ing the yarns in the many layers of high performance
woven fabrics in the ballistic vest. Each fabric layer
reduces the energy of the projectile. In each layer
impact energy from the struck fibre is absorbed and
dispersed to other fibres in the weave of the fabric.
Their transfer occurs at crossover points where the
fibres are interwoven. In general, a plain balanced,
woven fabric is preferred for ballistic protection to
maximize the number of crossover points [6].

Table 1.1 Threat classification based on kinetic energy density [9]

Threat Velocity (m/s) Kinetic energy (j) Presented area Kinetic energy Typical armor
(mm2) density (j/mm2)  type

Knife 10 43 2.5 (blunt) 17 Special textiles
0.2 (sharp) 210  or plate

Hand gun 450 1032 65(Initial) 16 Textiles
(o.357") 254(final) 4

Assault rifle 720 2050 45 45 Composites
bullet (AK 47)

High velocity 940 1805 24 75 Ceramic
bullet (SA 80)

The thickness of Kevlar Bulletproof vest shall be based
on the level of protection needed. Thickness varies
with each protection rating. As the protection rating
increases, the thicker the bulletproof vest becomes
because of the additional layer added that gives more
protection.

Figure 1.1 Dimension of pistol and its standard velocity

1.2 Ballistic protection
1.2.1Principle of ballistic protection
Ballistic protection of a soldier involves protection of

1.2.2 Ballistic resist mechanism of Carbon nanotube
in a bullet proof vest

Figure 1.2 ballistic resist of Carbon nanotube in a vest

The energy absorption efficiency reaches the minimum
when the bullet strikes around a height of 0.5.

Ballistic impact and bouncing back process on carbon
nanotubes are stated below, [1]
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(1) Nanotubes with large radii endure higher bullet
speeds,

(2) The ballistic resistance is the highest when the
bullet hits the center of the carbon nanotube,

(3) The ballistic resistance of nanotubes will remain
the same even when bullets strike at the same
spot as long as there is a small interval between
bullet strikes.

1.3 Draw backs of Kevlar bullet proof vest
Despite its strength and resilience, Kevlar also has
some disadvantages which limits its efficiency. Kevlar
fibers quickly absorb moisture, meaning it is more
sensitive to its environment than other materials. Al-
though Kevlar is strong and tensile, its ability to cope
with compression is fairly poor and it can be difficult
to cut. Specially made scissors are usually required to
sever dry fabric and cured laminates can only be pierced
by specially made drill bits. The existing bullet proof
vest has heavy weight (weighs over 10kg), and is
unsuitable for Indian climate [10].

1.4 Multi-walled Carbon Nanotube
Multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT) consist of multiple
rolled layers (concentric tubes) of graphene. The
interlayer distance in multi-walled nanotubes is close
to the distance between graphene layers in graphite,
approximately 3.4 Å. The Russian Doll structure is
observed more commonly. Its individual shells can be
described as SWNTs, which can be metallic or semi-
conducting. Because of statistical probability and re-
strictions on the relative diameters of the individual
tubes, one of the shells, and thus the whole MWNT,
is usually a zero-gap metal.

Table 1.2: Comparison of Mechanical properties of
Carbon nanotube, Nylon and Kevlar [3]

Material Young's Tensile Elongation
modulus(TPa) strength (GPa)  at break(%)

Armchair SWNT 0.94 126.2 23.1

Zigzag SWNT 0.94 94.5 17.5

MWNT 0.95 150 ---

Kevlar 0.18 3.8 2

Nylon 6 0.004 0.079 35

In this research work, an attempt is made to develop
a double cloth, triple cloth, four layered cloth and five
layered cloth by using Nylon6 filament yarn, to ana-
lyze the technical and ballistic characteristics of ny-
lon6 filament yarn, to overcome the drawbacks of

existing ballistic vest and to produce the ballistic vest
at low cost.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials
In this research work, the following materials were
utilized.

2.1.1 Nylon filament yarn
100% Nylon6 filament yarn was used in this work and
its linear density were 858 Denier and 1330 Denier.

Table 2.1 Mechanical properties of Nylon 6
Multifilament yarn

Yarn Linear Number of Twist Tensile Elongation
Density  filaments Per Inch Strength %
(Tex)  (kgf)

Nylon 6 95 58 15 2.84 12

Nylon 6 148 102 13 3.78 12

2.1.1.1 Method of Preparing warp yarn
Nylon filament yarn + PVA solution
                     /

Drawing and denting of warp yarn
                     /

         Gaiting of loom
The main purpose of using PVA solution is to get
stickiness to the multi filament yarn and to get smooth
flow in the weaving machine.

2.1.1.2Method of preparing weft yarn
Nylon filament yarn
               /

Yarn wound on Pirn
               /

Pirn fixed in the shuttle

2.1.2 Woven Fabric
The multi layered woven cloth was manufactured from
the following loom details:
Loom: Power loom.
Loom Make: AVM loom
Loom Speed: 110 rpm
Loom width: 36"
Number of shaft: 24(Max)
Method of shedding: Climax dobby (MRF Make)
Method of Picking: Over pick
Number of Drop box: 4
Beat up mechanism: Crank beat up
Fabric Structure: Plain Weave
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Figure 2.1 Weave design of double cloth [5]

2.1.3 Multi Walled Carbon nanotube
The specifications are:
Diameter: 30nm
Length: 8µm
Purity: 95% (MWCNT)
Bulk density: 0.17g/cm3

2.2 Method of coating the fabric
Dip method.
Three roll squeeze nip coating is suggested to coat the
MWCNT with nylon fabrics.
E-Resin was choosing as cross linking agent.
Principle: Forcing the chemical to penetrate by expel-
ling out the still air present in the fabric interstices (i)
space between the interlacing yarn (ii) space between
the fibres in the yarn
Preparation:
Polymer solution/Emulsion (cross linking agent)
                    /

Treat for 30 min at 800 C pH 6
                    /

          Dry (100oC)
                    /

Set / Cure (1400 C)

3. Results and Discussion
Table 3.1 a: Effect of Cloth cover factor on ballistic

performance
Cloth Cover factors of 1330 D Nylon fabric

Fabric code Ends/Inch Picks/Inch Cloth cover
factor

1.DC1 36 26 23

1.DC2 36 28 23

1.TC1 27 36 23

1.TC2 27 44 25

1.4C1 40 24 23

1.4C2 40 30 24

1.5C1 40 20 23

1.5C2 40 24 23

DC: Double layer cloth
TC: Triple layer cloth
4C: Four layer cloth
5C: Five layer cloth

Table 3.1 b: Effect of Cloth cover factor on ballistic
performance

Cloth Cover factors of 858 D Nylon fabric

Fabric code Ends/ Inch Picks/ Inch Cloth cover factor

8.DC1 34 32 21

8.DC2 18 22 14

8.TC1 50 26 22

8.TC2 50 30 23

8.4C1 50 36 24

8.4C2 50 40 25

8.5C1 50 25 23

8.5C2 50 32 24

FORMULA
Cloth cover factor
1. Warp cover factor = EPI / Vwarp count.
2. Weft cover factor = PPI / Vweft count.
3. Cloth cover factor = warp c.f + weft c.f - (warp

c.f × weft c.f) / 28 [4].
It is observed that, the maximum cloth cover factor
achievable is 28. Due to more picks per inch in the
cloth, cover factor of the cloth is more. In 1330 Denier
cloth, triple cloth shows more cloth cover factor and
in 858 Denier cloths, four layer cloth shows more cloth
cover factor. The fabric with more cloth cover factor
will have more ballistic resistance.

Table 3.2 Effect of fabric weight in GSM
on cover factor

Fabric code Fabric GSM

1.DC1 285

1.DC2 294

1.TC1 550

1.TC2 570

1.4C1 441

1.4C2 483

1.5C1 414

1.5C2 447
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Fabric code Fabric GSM

8.DC1 243

8.DC2 280

8.TC1 350

8.TC2 365

8.4C1 395

8.4C2 416

8.5C1 420

8.5C2 560

It is observed that, more Grams per square meter fab-
ric will have more cloth cover factor. In 858 Denier
cloths, five layer cloths have more weight due to more
number of layers in the cloth. In 1300 Denier cloths,
triple cloths have more weight due to high cover fac-
tor.

Table 3.3 Effect of fabric thickness on number of
layers in the cloth:

Fabric code Fabric GSM (mm)

1.DC1 0.69

1.DC2 0.74

1.TC1 1.24

1.TC2 1.32

1.4C1 1.51

1.4C2 1.56

1.5C1 1.56

1.5C2 1.65

Fabric code Fabric Thickness (mm)

8.DC1 0.46

8.DC2 0.97

8.TC1 0.85

8.TC2 0.89

8.4C1 1.10

8.4C2 1.11

8.5C1 1.34

8.5C2 1.48

It is observed that, the number of layer is more; the
thickness of fabric also more. As per ASTM D1777
standard, the samples were tested.
Five layered cloth has more thickness than double layer,
triple layer and four layered fabric.

Table 3.4 Effect of fabric tearing strength on ballistic
resistance

Code Tearing strength (CN)

1.DC1 1604

1.DC2 1672

1.TC1 2476

1.TC2 2528

1.4C1 3818

1.4C2 3910

1.5C1 4830

1.5C2 5093

Code Tearing strength (CN)

8.DC1 279

8.DC2 1584

8.TC1 2170

8.TC2 2224

8.4C1 3166

8.4C2 3220

8.5C1 3968

8.5C2 4156

As per ASTM D 5437 standard, the samples were
tested. It is observed that, the tearing strength is more
for five layer cloth when compare to double, triple and
four layer cloth, because of more number of layers in
five layer fabric and it shows ballistic impact resistant.

4. Conclusions
It is observed from the present study that, more the
number of layers in the cloth, better is the ballistic
resistant. The developed nylon fabric can be used as
an alternative to existing Kevlar fabric because of good
elastic recovery and better suitable for our climate. By
producing a bullet proof vest which is a combination
of nylon filament yarn and carbon nanotube will sat-
isfy the technical requirements and it may overcome
the disadvantages of Kevlar fabric used as bullet proof
vest.
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1. Introduction
A combination of medical sciences and textile tech-
nology has resulted into a new field called medical
textiles. Medical textiles are one of the most rapid
growing sectors in the technical textile market. The
wide range of textile products that are used in the
medical field has been classified into four major seg-
ments namely non-implantable materials, implantable
materials, extracorporeal devices and healthcare &
hygiene products [1].

Sanitary napkin, which is a product of non woven
textiles, comes under the category of health & hygiene
products. The production of menstrual pads dates back
to the 10th century and since then a lot of innovation
has happened in this field. Until disposable sanitary
pads where created, all women used some form of
cloth or reusable pad during menstruation [2]. Kim-
berly-Clark was the first company to produce its range
of sanitary napkins in the trade name of Kotex after
the World War I. Initially the sanitary napkins were in

the form of a cotton wool or similar stringy rectangu-
lar structure, sheathed with an absorbent liner [3].

2. Market Analysis
Sanitary napkin market has a huge potential in country
like India where feminine hygiene levels are reckoned
to be appallingly low. A sanitary napkin is a product
with a stable demand among its consumer group [3].

Figure 2.1: Region-wise consumption of sanitary
napkins in India

Demand in this sector is increasing rapidly and it has
been estimated that by the end of 2015, sanitary nap-
kins will have a market of approx. INR 45 billions [3].
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Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of market size of
Sanitary napkins

There are many different companies which manufac-
ture Sanitary Napkins and sell it in different pack sizes
with different trade names. According to the survey,
price per unit of some of those leading brands are as
follows:

◆ It should be hygienic and environmentally friendly
disposable.

◆ It should be odorless [4].

4. Design and Construction of a sanitary napkin

Sanitary napkins are designed to absorb and retain
menstrual fluid discharges. They are applied inside an
undergarment with a press-on adhesive fixing strip.
Main functions of sanitary napkins are to absorb and
retain menstrual fluid, isolate fluids from the body,
ensuring there is no leakage and no odor. Apart from
that, it is necessary that the napkin stays in place and
is comfortable to wear [5].

Table 2.1: Popular brands of sanitary napkins in Indian market

Sr. No. Brands Manufactures Sizes Available Price Pack Size Price per
unit(Rs)

1 Whisper Procter & Gamble Regular 32 8 4
Ultrathin 135 15 9

2 Stayfree Johnson & Johnson Regular 32 8 4
Ultrathin 70 7 10

Maxi 75 8 9.30

3 Kotex Kimberly Clark Ultrathin 24 8 3

4 She Royal hygiene care Ultra 70 7 10
Maxi 85 8 10.60

5 Carefree Johnson& Johnson Regular 80 20 4

6 Don't worry Mankind pharma Ultrathin 35 8 4.30
limited

7 Sofyside walls Unicharm Dry 120 15 8
Regular 29 8 3.60

8 Caremate Shree radhe hygiene Regular 45 20 2.25
9 Lovemoon Winalite global Regular 110 10 11

anionic sanitary
napkins-

Antibacterial pads

3. Important Properties

◆ The most important property of a sanitary napkin
is to provide protection against leakage and un-
aesthetic appearance of colour on the garment
worn.

◆ It should be comfortable to wear and stay in place
for long hours. Fig. 3: Normal Construction of Sanitary Napkin
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The Normal structure of a sanitary napkin consists of:

a) Top sheet- It is the external layer of a sanitary
pad which is in direct contact with the skin. It is
commonly made from a very thin non-woven
fabric, transferring blood quickly to the layers
underneath.

b) Transfer layer - It transfers the absorbed fluid to
the next layer without showing any leakage.

c) Absorbent layer- The absorbent layer is made of
fluffed plup, cotton, cellulose wadding and tis-
sue.

d) Absorbent core- Absorbent core acts as the blood
storage layer. It absorbs the blood as fast as it
receives and allows the distribution of the liquid
through the structure so that the whole core is
utilized.

e) Back sheet film- It is used for protection of cloth-
ing and surrounding areas from being stained or
wetted by fluids retained in a pad or absorbent
core. It is typically made of breathable polyethyl-
ene film or a non-woven film composite which
prevents wetness of the sanitary napkin [5].

Raw materials used:
◆ Non woven
◆ Pulp
◆ Super absorbent
◆ Plastic film- Polyethylene film
◆ Elastic materials- Lycra/Spandex
◆ Fastening devices- Stick type/Hook and loop type
◆ Packaging

Among all parts, first four are very essential layers in
a sanitary napkin [4].

◆ Polypropylene non-woven: It is the main top sheet,
the top surface that is in contact with the female's
skin allowing the liquids to flow into the sanitary
napkin core thorough its net like structure with-
out giving the wearer wet and clammy feeling.
Most nonwovens used in sanitary napkin are made
with the spun bond process [6].

◆ Absorbent core (Wood pulp fluff): In the con-
struction of sanitary napkin cellulose fluff com-
bined with Super absorbent polymer(SAP), nor-
mally in powder form, to create the absorbent
core which acts as a storage structure in the prod-
uct [6].

◆ Super Absorbent Polymer (SAP): Super Absor-

bent Polymer or "SAP" is also known as Super
Absorbent Material or "SAM". Synthetic acrylate
based highly absorbent polymers such as Sodium
polyacrylate is used to absorb and retain large
amount of liquid within their structure. It is used
in the form of fine granules. It increases the re-
tention capacity in a sanitary napkin [7].

◆ Polyethylene film: This is used as back sheet,
and it helps to stop the liquids from leaking out
of the sanitary napkin.

◆ Elastic materials: Lycra/Spandex

◆ Fastening devices:  Stick type/Hook and loop type

◆ Packaging [6].

5. Materials and Methods
5.1 Market Survey
In the present survey, in all 75 females participated,
76% (57) were students, 13% (10) were working la-
dies and 11% (8) were house maker covering all the
age groups from 15-20 years (21), 21-25 years (34),
26-30 years (6), 31-35 years (5), 36-40 years(6), above
40 years (1). Out of these 75, females 99% (74) used
Sanitary napkin whereas 1% (1) used Tampons. Within
that 75 females, 61% (46) had a family annual income
greater than rupees 5 lakhs/annum, 13 %( 10) were
students and non earners, 23% (17) earned between
Rs 1 lakh to 5 lakhs/annum and 3% (2) earned below
1 lakh/annum.

5.2 Artificial Fluid (Blood) preparation
In order to test the efficacy of napkins in the labora-
tory, an artificial blood was made. Following chemi-
cals were taken into 1 litre vessel. Those were then
mixed properly and tests were carried out [8].

Table 5.1: Chemicals required for artificial fluid
(blood) preparation

Chemicals required Concentration

Boiling water 600 ml

Methyl Paraben 0.6 gm

Gum Acacia 74 gm

Methylene blue 0.99 gm

Glycerine 147 ml

Normal water 84 ml
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5.3 Tests carried out for Sanitary napkins
◆ Absorption Test- ISO 5405-1980
◆ Water Retention Test- ASTM D 461 "Standard

Test"
◆ Centrifuge Retention test.
◆ SAP Test

5.3.1 Absorption Capacity
This method determines the total absorptive capacity
of sanitary napkin. This was assessed by dripping the
fluid from a height at sanitary napkin and then their
change in weight was determined [8].

The sanitary napkin was laid on a flat level and trans-
parent surface, so that the underside of the sanitary
napkin was observed. The fluid was dripped, at the
rate of 15 ml per minute, so that 30 ml of the fluid
maintained at a temperature of 270 ± 20C was poured
on to the centre of the sanitary napkin from a height
of approximately 1 to 2 mm. After the napkin had
absorbed the full amount of fluid, a standard weight of
1 kg was put above the sample for one minute on the
portion where the fluid was absorbed.  Now the back
and sides of the sanitary napkin were observed for any
fluid showing up. The readings were recorded and the
results were reported.

5.3.2 Fluid Retention capacity
The measurement of fluid retention was performed
using the standard ASTM D 461 water retention test
as a standard test method. A sample sanitary napkin
was inspected by immersing in fluid at room tempera-
ture for 5 minutes to completely wet it out. The fluid
logged sanitary napkin is then was weighed, dried and
reweighed. Fluid retention is calculated as a percent-
age of dry mass [9].

5.3.3 Centrifuge retention capacity
After testing the water retention and fluid retention
the same sample which was soaked in solution for 5
min was placed in hydro extractor machine (centrifu-
gal machine). Machine was run for 1 min. Weight of
the sample after centrifugation was taken. Centrifuge
retention capacity was calculated as percentage of dry
mass.

5.3.4 Super absorbent polymer test (SAP)
This was assessed by immersing the product into a
known test solution for a standard time and measuring
the difference in weight. A nylon cloth was cut into 6
x 12 cm strip and was made into a bag by sealing the
three sides by thread. Accurately weight 0.500 g (W1)

of SAP was taken and placed into the nylon bag and
the bag was sealed. Three nylon bags containing SAP
was prepared and one blank (empty nylon bag) was
prepared for each sample of SAP. A container was
filled with artificial fluid to 1.5 inches in depth. Nylon
bag containing the SAP was held horizontally and SAP
was distributed throughout the nylon bag. Nylon bag
was laid on the surface of the fluid (blood) solution.
Nylon bag was allowed to wet out for one minute
before submerging. After a soaking period of 60 min-
utes bag was removed, it was hung and allowed to
drip for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes drip time, the
blanks (W2) were weighed and each bag containing
SAP (W3) and weight were recorded. The test was
performed in artificial fluid (blood) as well as in plain
water[5].

  [Wet Wt. (W3)-B Wt. (W2)] - [Net Dry Wt. (W1)]
Total Absorbency (g/g) =

  [Net Dry Wt. (W
1
)]

6 Results and discussion
6.1 Market Survey
Today, women use different methods for menstrual
management and these include, modern disposable
sanitary pads, cloth menstrual pads, tampons and other
alternatives. The choice of these products is based on
their income, different lifestyles and careers, activities
and the situation they may find themselves in. A mar-
ket survey was carried out among females of various
age group and profession to assess the availability and
popularity of the brands of sanitary napkin in the retail
markets. A questionnaire was prepared and was dis-
tributed among the customers both online via Google
doc and offline. Their views were collected and ana-
lyzed.

75 females of 15-45 age group participated in the survey
among which there were students, house makers and
working ladies. The results so obtained are summa-
rized in the following section in accordance with the
questions asked.

6.1.1 Preference of brands
Responding to the question with regard to their pref-
erence for brand with respect to their family annual
income is shown in Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.1: Percentage use of sanitary napkin accord-
ing to income

A total of 53 (71%) out of 75 respondents i.e. the
majority said that they prefer Whisper. Out of these 53
respondents, 58% (31) had family annual income
greater than 5 lakhs/annum, whereas 26% (14) people
had it below 5 lakhs/annum. This showed that people
having various annual income preferred whisper over
any other brand.  The second highest response was in
the favor of Stayfree as a total of 27% (20) out of 75
respondents choose Stayfree over other brands like
Sofy, Kotex, etc.

Figure 6.2: Graphical representation of parameters
considered while buying

According to the responses received, it was concluded
that comfort topped their preference whereas absorp-
tion capacity, followed by the price were their next
important parameters. Thickness was next significant
parameter. Parameters like brand name, durability and
others were relatively significant as shown in Figure
6.2.

6.1.2 Reason for choosing a particular brand
The respondents were asked about the brand of the
product, if they had ever tried another brand or not
and if not tried what was the reason behind it.

Figure 6.3: Responses of trying another brand

Figure 6.4: Reasons for not trying another brand

The following responses were observed i.e. out of 75
respondents 73% (55)females said that they had tried
another brand whereas 20% (15) females did not try
another brand due to their satisfaction from their first
brand and price, (refer Figures 6.3 and 6.4).

6.1.3 With reference to the properties of Sanitary
Napkins
These questions were aimed to find out whether in
actual practice the properties promised by the brands
are delivered to the females or not. So the following
properties were questioned upon:

◆ Absorption capacity
◆ Porosity
◆ Leak proof capabilities
◆ Overall satisfaction of the brand

Figure 6.5: Responses for Absorption Capacity
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The females were questioned regarding the absorption
capacity of their sanitary napkin. Out of 75 respon-
dents 68 replied. Within that, 23% (16) respondents
replied saying they are very satisfied while 62% (42)
stated they are satisfied. 15% (10) females said that
their brand had fair absorption capacity and the data is
graphically represented in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.6: Responses for Porosity

The next property which was asked to the respondent
was Porosity. As shown in Figure 6.6, out 68 respon-
dents, a majority of 75% (51) of them were satisfied
with the porosity while 13% (9) were fairly satisfied
and 12% (8) were very satisfied with the porosity of
the brand they are using.

The respondents were then questioned about the leak
proof capabilities of the brand they are using.

Figure 6.7: Responses for leak proof capabilities

Out of 67 respondents, 67% (45) females were satis-
fied with the leak proof capabilities of the brand while
22% (15) were fairly satisfied and 9% (6) females
were very satisfied with the leak proof capabilities.
Out of the 67 respondents, 1% (1) was dissatisfied
with it as shown in Figure 6.7

Figure 6.8: Responses for satisfaction of brand

As shown in Figure 6.8, votes were received in favor
of brand satisfaction the most. Out of 72 females, 75%
(54) females were satisfied with their brand whereas
22% (16) were very satisfied and only 3% (2) were
fairly satisfied with brand they are using.

6.1.4 With reference to awareness of the environmen-
tal practices for manufacturing of Sanitary napkins
The first question in this series was aimed at knowing
about the awareness of manufacturing process. In this
case, a total of 72 people responded to this question.
Among which 21% (15) females were aware of the
process whereas 79% (57) females were not aware of
the manufacturing process.

The second question was aimed to know whether fe-
males are aware about the disposal of the sanitary
napkins. In this out of a total of 70 respondents, only
24% (17) females were familiar with what happens
after we dispose the napkins whereas a majority of
females i.e. 76% (53) were not aware. This clearly
shows the necessity of spreading awareness among the
buyers about the proper disposal system of these prod-
ucts.

Figure 6.9: Extra qualities customer wants in the
existing product.

Similarly, questions were asked to know about the
additional requirements suggested by the customers
and their willingness to pay more for a biodegradable
product.

OTHERS
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Out of 68 females, 37% (25) females responded for
biodegradability followed by anti bacterial property-
34% (23) females followed by other qualities and aroma
finish as shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.10: Responses with respect to
biodegradable product

A total of 58 females, as high as 84% of the respon-
dents, responded that they will be willing to pay a
higher price for a biodegradable product whereas 16%
(11) females out of 69 were not ready to pay a higher
price (Figure 6.10). Therefore it can be said the there
is a demand within a major portion of customers for
biodegradable products.

6.2 Laboratory analysis of the various products and
our SAP
In our laboratory, the commercially available popular
sanitary napkin products were tested in terms of their
total absorption capacity, retention capacity and wet-
back. They were also checked on the basis of their
efficacy after replacing the synthetic SAPs with our
laboratory produced biodegradable superabsorbent
polymer and then comparing the two results.
The Table 3 shows the tests results of available sani-
tary napkins in the market when tested in our labora-
tory.

Table 6.1: Results of market available Sanitary
napkins after various tests

SANITARY NAPKIN SAMPLES
  TEST Whisper- Whisper- Stayfree- Stayfree- Sofy

Regular  Ultra Regular Ultra

Absorption
Capacity (ml) 9.31 23.84 14.52 18.54 20.64

Fluid

Retention (%) 1082.36 948.52 1173.83 1067.57 681.98
Centrifuge

Retention (%) 620.04 571.20 733.42 542.86 564.75

From the Table 6.1, it can be observed that the absorp-
tion capacities, fluid retention and centrifuge retention
capacities of products without SAP were comparatively

lower than the ones with SAP. Whereas it was also
observed that Sofy has better absorption capacity than
Whisper-R and Stayfree-R/U even though there was
absence of SAP. But it performed badly for fluid re-
tention and centrifuge retention capacities. In the fluid
retention test, the capacity of Stayfree- regular was the
best when compared with other brands followed by
Whisper- regular in spite of the absence of super ab-
sorbent polymer particles in these two samples.
Whereas the sample which contained SAP surprisingly
did not possess good fluid retention capacity.

The Table 6.2 shows the results of laboratory prepared
SAP when infused in sanitary napkin available in
market with no SAP.

Table 6.2: Results of Laboratory prepared SAP
infused Sanitary napkins after various test

    SANITARY NAPKIN SAMPLES

TEST Whisper Stayfree Sofy

Absorption Capacity (ml) 25.9066 26.3845 28.4524

Fluid Retention Capacity (%) 1167.59 1322.406 856.57
Centrifuge Retention

Capacity (%) 563.41 589.28 543.29

Figure 6.11: Comparison of Absorption Capacities

From the Table 6.2 and Figure 6.11, it was observed
that Stayfree regular when treated with laboratory pre-
pared SAP performed better against the market avail-
able product followed by treated Sofy and then treated
whisper sample. Thus it can be concluded that regular
samples when infused with laboratory prepared SAP
the properties were enhanced.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of samples on basis of fluid
retention capacities

From the Figure 6.12, it can be observed that Stayfree
regular when treated with laboratory prepared SAP
performed better in terms of fluid retention capacity
against the market available product followed by treated
whisper and then treated Sofy sample. Thus it can be
concluded that regular samples when treated with labo-
ratory prepared SAP, the properties were enhanced.
Fluid retention (%) capacity was also enhanced using
laboratory prepared SAP. In other words, the SAP pre-
pared by ICT laboratory was distinctly superior to the
one presently used by these manufacturers.

Figure 6.13: Comparison of market available and
Laboratory prepared SAP

From the above Figure 6.13 of the SAP test, swelling
index was calculated and it was observed that labora-
tory prepared SAP showed better initial increase in
weight than commercially prepared SAP and showed
comparable swelling after 150 min of absorption. Hence
to increase the efficacy of regular market available
sample, treatment with our laboratory prepared super
absorbent polymer can be a better choice.

7. Conclusion
Based on the survey carried out for commercially
available sanitary napkins, it was concluded that women
of different age group, family annual income and pro-
fessions preferred Whisper brand over any other brand.
Consumers have become quite conscious about the

products they are using these days and their choices
for the preference of parameters for buying sanitary
napkin have changed to absorption capacities, comfort
than to price. Through the survey it was also observed
that women are satisfied with the absorption capacity,
porosity, etc. of their brands. One important point that
was surfaced through this survey was that most of the
women don't know the meaning of biodegradability
and often consider biodegradable and recyclable prod-
uct same. Moreover, most of the females who were
aware or made aware during the survey of the term
biodegradable were ready to pay a higher price for it.
The students were found to be the most conscious and
aware about the biodegradability issues.

It was also concluded from the laboratory experiments
that a regular commercially available sanitary napkin
when treated with laboratory prepared Super Absor-
bent Polymer, possessed better properties like absorp-
tion, capacity, fluid retention capacity and centrifuge
retention capacity. Moreover when compared the two
SAPs on the basis of its absorption capacity and its
rate, it was noticed that sample with laboratory pre-
pared SAP showed more increase in weight than com-
mercially available sample with increase in time.
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Are you aware about the current fashion trends? Do you have an eye for
style? Do you have the drive and desire to turn your passion into a prof-
itable and rewarding career? Explore all the different career options in
fashion design production, fashion marketing and advertising, fashion media
and productions and more. A career in the fashion industry may be the
right path for you!

Many are attracted to pursue a career in the fashion industry due to the
glamour & lucrative income opportunities. Besides that, the idea that you
can succeed on your own, motivates aspirants even more. As a matter of
fact, majority of professional fashion designers are self-employed.

In general, fashion designer professionals have innate artistic and creative
qualities. They use their creative gifts and artistic talents to create unique
design concepts for various fashion applications. Today, fashion designer
professionals are in demand in a variety of Industries. Since there is a
constant demand for fashion designers specializing in a particular field,
most of the aspirants focus their talent in one specialized fashion area like
home textiles, visual merchandising, apparel designing, costume designing
for TV, film and theater productions; personal stylist positions with high-
end department stores and private clients, and modeling. They work for
everything from newspaper ads to strutting the catwalk and many more.
The lesser known areas such as Medical textiles, Industrial textiles, Tex-
tiles in Automobile industry, Geo textiles, Sports textile, pack tech etc.
also have a vast potential for careers in Textiles.

These are just a list of options to choose from but the main and most
important question is -Do you have the aptitude and the skill set required
for the career you are so passionate about? Which one is best suited for
you? So you need to checkout whether your passion matches the skills
that you possess both soft skills &hard skills.

Soft skills apply to every job. They are your people skills - interpersonal
skills, communication skills and other qualities that enable you to be
successful in the workplace. Soft skills are related to one's personality.

Hard skills are any skills relating to a specific task or situation. These
skills are easily quantifiable .They are qualifications required to do the
job. For example, computer skills, administrative skills or customer ser-
vice skills etc.

For coming to the right decision you need to answer certain questions and
if your answer is positive then that's the perfect career for you. So let's
check it out

Are you…………...
◆ Effective communicator with Good inter-personnel skills,

Anju Tulshyan

Mrs. Anju A. Tulshyan is a graduate
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in Textiles & Clothing from Nirmala
Niketan College of Home Science,
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Email - anjutulshyan@yahoo.co.in

Fashion careers: finding the
right fit for you
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◆ Ability to work in Team Spirit
◆ Good Co-ordinator
◆ Can develop Good rapport with people at all lev-

els
◆ Ability to work with responsibilities
◆ Have Technical knowledge of sampling of gar-

ments
◆ Can Manage time efficiently
◆ Basic computer knowledge then… .merchandis-

ing is the field for you. You can Workas Retail
merchandiseror Export merchandiser

If you are also……………
◆ Creative
◆ Fashion conscious
◆ Enjoy styling
◆ Follow fashion trends & Influential……then be-

ing a Fashion merchandiser is the right option
for you

Do you have………..
◆ Superb visual and spatial skills
◆ Above average drawing and sketching abilities
◆ Strong artistic creative and imaginative skills
◆ Exceptional sense of style and colour
◆ Ability to work in changing environments
◆ Basic knowledge of computer graphics
◆ Promotional skills

These are the desirable skills for being a ………
Visual Merchandiser

If you can ………….
◆ Conceptualize, create, and promote new clothing

and accessory designs
◆ Keep informed about current and forecasted

fashion trends,
◆ Understand fabrics, create patterns and samples,
◆ Market new designs

Then being a………… Fashion Designer or
Product designer can be the right choice.

Some more career options and their job require-
ments are,

Fashion Coordinator
◆ Work with buyers and salespeople to coordinate

the different
◆ departments of a retail store or chain to ensure

that all
◆ departments and stores offer a consistent fashion

look

Fashion Forecaster
◆ Use research skills, fashion industry experience,

and intuition
◆ Predict which fashions will be popular for the

next season
◆ Gather and analyze information
◆ Develop ways to communicate
◆ Display fashion predictions.

Sketcher/Illustrator
◆ Create technically precise sketches of a fashion

designer's ideas
◆ Used for patternmaking, presentations
◆ Requires training in art and computer applica-

tions

Textile Designer
◆ Use artistic, color, and technical skills to design

new fabrics or
◆ Modify the designs of previous fabrics.
◆ May specialize in area print fabrics, woven fab-

rics, and knits

Fashion Writer/Editor
◆ Work for newspapers, magazines, and advertising

agencies in preparing fashion- related articles,
books, advertisements, press kits, and catalogs

Store/ Boutique Manager
◆ Manage sales employees
◆ Maintain sales, inventory and manage personnel

issues

Image/ Fashion Consultant
◆ Educate individuals, groups, or corporate about

fashions and accessories.
◆ Help people make fashion choices that reflect their

-Lifestyles, personalities, and needs

Theatrical Costume Designer
◆ portray character roles for
◆ opera, dance, stage plays, parades, movies,
◆ commercial productions
◆ advertisements, and television productions
◆ Coordinate with set, lighting, and production di-

rectors to create an integrated final product

Textile Market Researcher /Market Analyst
◆ Research and analyze market data that helps tex-

tile manufacturers
◆ Make decisions about types and quantities of

fabrics to produce in the future.

TEXPERIENCE
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◆ Work for large textile producers

Textile Research Scientist
◆ Work for Fiber manufacturers/Textile mills,
◆ Testing laboratories.
◆ Requires solid background in chemistry

Based on your temperament, aptitude & skill set you
can choose which part of this Industry suits you the
best. Here are some things to do which will make your
decision making process easy. Once you have decided
your area of interest the next question in mind is how
do  I equip myself .Which institutes can I go to or
which universities will offer such a course The best

way to meet the right people and establish a career in
this field is by doing a thorough study of the institutes
by visiting  the institute or speaking to students who
have passed out or meeting faculty. Also by speaking
to people in the industry can help you to a large ex-
tent. However, owing to the ever-growing demand of
this course, more and more private fashion design train-
ing institutes are opening up. Read industry publica-
tions, Know the top players in the industry. Read all
the magazines and blogs. Your shopping experience
can be a learning experience too. Observe how online
retailers market and sell things. Maybe something will
inspire you and help you take the right decision.

TEXPERIENCE
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Introduction
A wound is defined as an injury or tear on the skin
surface by thermal exposure, chemicals spillage, mechani-
cal and/or physical influences. A more scientific defini-
tion of a wound is a disruption of normal anatomic struc-
ture and function of the skin. Honey pastes, plant fibers,
and animal fats were used as wound dressing materials
from the ancient times. For effective healing of a wound,
a suitable material has to be used to cover the wound in
order to prevent any infection. With the state of art tech-
nology and the advent of new biopolymers and fabrica-
tion techniques, a wound dressing material is expected to
have extraordinary properties which not only protect the
wound from exposure but also enhance the healing pro-
cess of a wound. Thus, for an effective design of a func-
tional wound bandage, characteristics of the wound type,
wound healing time, physical, mechanical, and chemical
properties of the bandage must be taken into consider-
ation. The important functions that a wound healing
bandage plays are summarized below in complete recov-
ery of the wound with best possible aesthetic repair and
minimal scarring.

Functions of wound healing bandages
The main functions of wound healing bandages can be
enlisted as below;
1. Fluid control: The ability to absorb fluid from a highly

exuding wound or to donate moisture to a dry wound
is one of the main functions of a wound dressing.

2. Odour management: The wound quite often produces
an unpleasant and noxious odour. When this occurs,

dressings must be able to contain the odour.
3. Microbial control: For infected wounds, it is important

that bacteria are contained by appropriate methods.
4. Physical barrier: One of the principal functions of a

wound dressing is to avoid strikethrough. In addition
to its aesthetic purpose of hiding the wound, wound
dressings also help to separate the wound surface
from the atmosphere and prevent the wound from
bacterial contamination and further physical damage
to the tissue.

5. Space filler: For deep cavity wounds, it is important
that the wound is kept open by filler materials, so
that the healing process can take place from bottom
upwards and unnecessary closure of the wound be-
fore the whole cavity is healed can be prevented.

6. Debridement: The removal of dead necrotic tissue is
essential for facilitating the normal wound healing
process. Wound dressings can accelerate the debri-
dement process by providing the appropriate mois-
ture, pH, temperature, and other conditions that are
ideal for the autolytic debridement process.

7. Haemostatic effect: For acute surgical wounds and
traumatic wounds, it is important that bleeding is
stopped as early as possible to prevent blood loss.
Appropriate wound dressings can help blood clot-
ting.

8. Low adherence: Adherence of the whole or part of the
dressing to the wound surface is a major problem in
wound management, often causing trauma on removal
of the dressing. A low-adherent dressing can help

The series of chapters under the title, 'Textile scaffolds in Tissue Engineering' are being published in the
Journal of Textile Association which cover the role of textiles for various scaffolds, the type and form of
materials used for making scaffolds, application of these scaffolds for recovery of various organs and the scope
of textile technology in tissue engineering scaffolds in future.
This series is written primarily as an introductory text for an audience comprised of those interested or already
working in, textile related areas, who wish to acquire broad knowledge of tissue engineering scaffolds and the
application of textiles in it.
In the previous chapter, we tried to put forth the use of textile scaffolds in skin tissue engineering for skin
recovery and replacement. The readers were informed about the use of textile technology for the preparation
of skin tissue engineering, different types of skin wounds and the various approaches that are employed for
the cure.
In the present chapter, the use of textile technology for the preparation of bandages in the medical and health
related area as discussed. The application of bandages to the various types of wounds and their function in
the process of wound healing is discussed. The different types of skin wounds, the various approaches that are
employed for their cure and the application of textile technology in wound healing process is discussed in
detail in the below text.

Chapter 9: Textile scaffolds as
wound healing bandages

Trupti Sutar, Pallavi Madiwale, Mrs. Rachana Shukla, Dr. R V Adivarekar
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lower or eliminate adherence to the wound.
9. Scar reduction: For large wounds, scar formation pre-

sents a major aesthetic problem for the patient. Any
dressing that can reduce or prevent scar formation
can give great benefit to the patient.

10. Metal ion metabolism: A number of metal ions such
as iron, zinc, copper, magnesium, selenium, etc., play
important roles in cellular activities. Deficiency in
any metal ions delays wound healing. Apart from
systemic intake of these metal ions, they can be ad-
ministered through the topical use of appropriate
wound dressings.

11. Wound healing acceleration: Wound healing is a
complex physiological process. Wound dressing of-
ten plays a minor role in the overall rate of the wound
healing process. However, when combined with a
number of factors, the appropriate use of dressings
can accelerate the wound healing process.

Ultimately, the main purpose is to achieve the highest
rate of healing and the best aesthetic repair of the wound.
However, since the wounds are of different type, the
design of the wound healing bandage cannot be same for
all the wounds. Thus in order to design a wound healing
bandage, the requirements for the wound has to be con-
sidered. The type of wound, whether acute or chronic
need to be diagnosed. Also the different stages of wound
healing are to be studied to understand the bandage re-
quirement accordingly. The detail of classification of
wounds is given below.

Classification of Wounds
On the basis of causes of the wound and time required,
the wounds are classified into two types of wounds: acute
and chronic wounds. Acute wounds are caused by trau-
mas, but the wounds are usually healable within 8 to 12
weeks. These wounds can be caused by mechanical dam-
age induced by sheer, blunting, and/or stabbing action of
hard objects. Acute wounds can also be formed by expo-
sure to extreme heat, irradiation, electrical shock, and/or
irritation with corrosive chemicals. Cares for these wounds
depend on the severity of the wounds. Chronic wounds
are those injuries which are produced as a result of spe-
cific diseases such as diabetes, tumors, and severe physi-
ological contaminations. Healing of these wounds could
take more than 12 weeks and recurrence of the wounds
is not uncommon.

In defining the requirement of a wound healing ban-
dages, it is also important to observe that for a specific
type of wound, the requirement for the dressing bandage
is different at different stages of the healing process.
Thus one can classify wounds according to their physi-
ological conditions. Wounds differ from one type to
another, and the functional requirement for the wound
healing bandages can only be specified for specific types

of wounds. According to their physiological condition,
wounds can be classified into five types (represented by
a symbolic colour code);

1. Necrotic wounds (black)
2. Sloughy wounds (yellow)
3. Granulating wounds (red)
4. Epithelialising wounds (pink)
5. Infected wounds (green)

These five types of wounds differ in their physical ap-
pearances, the level of exudate, and the level of micro-
bial contamination. For the necrotic wounds, one of the
main aims of applying a dressing is to facilitate the sepa-
ration of the dead tissue from the underlying healthy
tissue so as to enable a normal wound healing process.
If exposed to a relatively dry atmosphere, as would be
found in a hospital ward or in a centrally heated room,
dead tissue rapidly loses moisture and becomes dehy-
drated. As it does so, it shrinks and progressively be-
comes olive-green or black in colour. It is also hard and
dry to touch. In this condition, autolysis is inhibited and
separation of the necrotic tissue may be delayed indefi-
nitely. For the treatment of necrotic wounds, it is essen-
tial that the dressings must be able to prevent the dehy-
dration process. Indeed, they should be able to facilitate
a hydration process for the dead tissue so that the au-
tolytic debridement process, in which the dead tissue is
separated from healthy tissue, can take place. Necrotic
wounds are ideally treated with hydrogels and/or hydro-
colloid dressings.

For the yellow sloughy wounds, such as burns, leg ul-
cers, pressure sores, etc., where a necrotic covering has
been removed, a glutinous yellow covering normally
develops on the wound surface. This is not dead tissue,
but a complex mixture of fibrin, protein, serous exudate,
leucocytes and bacteria. To treat this type of wound, the
sloughy mess must first be properly cleaned.
Normal wound healing progresses from necrotic and
sloughy phases to granulating phase, when the wound is
covered by granulation tissue composed of collagen and
proteoglycan in a complex of protein and polysaccha-
rides, with salts and other colloidal materials. These pro-
duce a gel-like matrix which is contained within the fi-
brous collagen network with a highly vascular nature
that gives it a characteristic deep pink colour.
Granulating wounds vary considerably in size, shape and
the amount of exudate that they produce. As a result, no
single dressing will be suitable for use in all situations.
The final phase of the wound healing process is the
epithelisation of the wound surface. With a few excep-
tions, superficial or re-epithelising wounds tend not to
produce large quantities of exudate. Traditionally, these
wounds have been dressed with paraffin gauze and cot-
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ton tissue. It is important to recognise that at this stage
the tissue is soft and fragile, and therefore any dressing
used on these wounds must not adversely disturb the
delicate tissue structure. In particular, dressings must not
unnecessarily adhere to the wound. For epithelising
wounds, alginate, hydrocolloid, vapour-permeable film,
silicon coated film and knitted viscose gauze may be
used as the primary wound dressings.

Infected wounds tend to generate a large amount of exu-
date and also unpleasant odour. The treatment of infected
wounds therefore comprises absorbing exudate, contain-
ing odour and controlling microbial contamination. Dress-
ings that in part contain activated charcoal can be used
to absorb odour, whilst the odour-generating bacteria can
be controlled by using dressings with an antimicrobial
function, such as those with chlorhexidine, silver com-
pounds or iodine.

Thus to ensure complete recovery of the wounds with
minimum scarring, the wounds are recognised into dif-
ferent classes and they are treated with different types of
bandages. Thus different types of bandages are devel-
oped according to the requirement. The different types of
bandages available in the medical field today are enlisted
below with the role that they play in wound healing.

Types of bandages:
1. Adhesive bandage - A bandage consisting of a medi-

cal dressing of plain absorbent gauze held in place
by a plastic or fabric tape coated with adhesive

2. Capeline bandage - A bandage that covers the head
or an amputation stump like a cap

3. Plaster bandage, plaster cast, cast - bandage consist-
ing of a firm covering (often made of plaster of
Paris) that immobilizes broken bones while they heal

4. Compression bandage, tourniquet - bandage that stops
the flow of blood from an artery by applying pres-
sure

5. Medical dressing or dressing - a cloth covering for
a wound or sore

6. Elastic bandage - a bandage containing stretchable
material that can apply local pressure

7. Four-tailed bandage - a bandage consisting of a strip
of cloth split in two on both ends; the central part is
placed under the chin to restrict motion of the man-
dible and the tails are tied over the top of the head

8. Gauze, gauze bandage - (medicine) bleached cotton
cloth of plain weave used for bandages and dress-
ings

9. Immovable bandage - a bandage of cloth impreg-
nated with a substance (e.g., plaster of Paris) that
hardens soon after it is applied

10. Oblique bandage - a bandage in which successive
turns proceed obliquely up or down a limb

11. Roller bandage - bandage consisting of a strip of
sterile fabric (of variable width) rolled into a cylin-
der to facilitate application

12. Scarf bandage, triangular bandage, sling - bandage to
support an injured forearm; consisting of a wide tri-
angular piece of cloth hanging from around the neck

13. Suspensory, suspensory bandage - a bandage of elas-
tic fabric applied to uplift a dependant part (as the
scrotum or a pendulous breast)

14. Swathe, wrapping - an enveloping bandage

15. Truss - a bandage consisting of a pad and belt; worn
to hold a hernia in place by pressure

Next generation bandage that help heal wound
Nowadays, how to deliver a better healthcare to the public
is the question to the doctors and scientists. Nations
scientists and engineers are staging a quieter evolution in
basic patient care. In recent years, interdisciplinary teams
of nano-scientists, engineers and surgeons have revolu-
tionized the way we treat some of our most basic inju-
ries- cuts, scrapes and wounds. Their work has lead to
wound dressing, dramatically speed clotting, prevent scar
formation or encourage healing, as well as new interven-
tions that don't look anything like your childhood Band-
Aids. In many cases, the new bandages look deceptively
low-tech. Some of them are already in use, but the in-
credible new technologies may not even be visible to the
patients who wear them. An attempt is made to collec-
tively present the various evolutions that are available in
market today. The different materials that are used in
preparation of these bandages and the role of the mate-
rials are also discussed.

1. Chitogauze
This is chitosan coated bandage which assist in blood
clotting. The bandage is manufactured by HemCon
Medical Technologies. The positively charged chitosan
attracts the negatively charged outer membranes of red
blood cells; when the two come into contact, localized
clotting occurs. HemCon's chitosan-coated bandages are
already in use in Iraq; its latest product is ChitoGauze.

2. Gecko Bandage
The ability of geckos to scale vertical surfaces comes
from the special topography of their feet: a nano-size
hair which gives their feet an adhesive property. Simi-
larly, gecko-inspired bandage was attempted to be devel-
oped by the team of researchers at Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. The bandage uses a combination of
nanofabricated structures, biodegradable materials and
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adhesive surface chemistry that allows adhesion onto even
wet, moving tissue. The bandage can stick to wet sur-
faces-like the heart itself-and it biodegrades over time,
meaning that surgeons can use it to help repair internal
injuries.

3. QuikClot
The family of QuikClot products make use of kaolin
clay, a natural blood-clotter. The tiny particles of alumino-
silicate contained in the clay have been known for de-
cades to trigger the body's clotting cascade. Bandages
coated with these particles, made by Z-Medica Corpora-
tion, have already been used successfully on the battle-
fields of Iraq and Afghanistan as well by law-enforce-
ment and disaster-preparedness teams in the U.S. The
newest product in the family, QuikClot Emergency Dress-
ing, is designed to be used in hospitals and for everyday
injuries.

4. Ultrasound Device
George Lewis, a graduate student in biomedical engi-
neering at Cornell University, developed a pocket-size
machine that administers high-energy ultrasound waves.
The waves are powerful enough that they can cauterize
an open wound and stop it from bleeding-the tool's in-
ventor foresees military medics and EMTs carrying the
cell-phone-size devices in their pockets, allowing them
to treat severe bleeds in the field.

5. Scaffold Bandage
Scientists at the University of Sheffield have created a

superfine, biodegradable bandage that acts as a skin farm
over the wound. Doctors take a biopsy of patients' skin
cells, which are attached to the scaffold before the dress-
ing is applied over a wound. The skin cells multiply and
grow over the scaffold, which eventually dissolves and
leaves the patient's own cells in its stead.

6. Electric bandage
Research has shown that the skin's own micro-currents
play an important role in wound healing. Clinical trials
have now shown that a bandage that distributes mild
electrical current across the surface of a wound signifi-
cantly speeds healing-even for wounds that have proved
resistant to other treatments. The surface of the bandage,
a product of biotechnology company Vomaris, is covered
in micro-batteries which are inert when dry. Wetting the
bandage activates the circuit, and small currents are ap-
plied over the surface of the wound.

7. Self-Assembling Gel
University of Delaware researchers Joel Schneider and
Darrin Pochan have patented a novel hydrogel composed
of self-assembling peptides; when the gel is injected into
a wound, it becomes rigid. But because it remains po-
rous, the researchers hope it will be able to deliver drugs
or regenerative cells into a wound. (Recent research from
their labs reveals that living cells can, indeed, be encap-
sulated in this gel and successfully delivered into a
wound.) The gels also have antimicrobial properties.
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for textiles and cosmetics, Novel textile processing techniques and Textile composites. He has around 5 years of
Industrial Experience mainly of Processing and Dyestuff manufacturing companies prior to being faculty for last
13 years. He has filed 2 patents and published more than 100 papers in journals of national and International
repute.
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The Textile Association (India)

TAI - Hinganghat

4th G.C. Meeting held

The TAI, Hinganghat Unit was established in the year
1982. Though it was old unit, G.C. Meeting being
quarterly held by rotating place to each & every units,
but it had never held at Hinganghat Unit in the history
of TAI Hinganghat Unit chapter.

The reason being the Hinganghat was a small city
having no proper infrastructure to accommodate GC
members of their high statute. On passage of time, city
grows with little bit infrastructure & tak-ing advantage
of that, Governing body of TAI, HGT unit demanded
one GC meeting in this year & subsequently granted.
First time, 4th Governing Council Meeting for the year
2015-16 was held at TAI Hinganght Unit on 12th
September'2015. Around 32 G.C. members of Govern-
ing Council covering various units of India were par-
ticipated in the GC meeting & entire team of Govern-
ing Body members of TAI Hinganghat Unit were
present on the occasion.

All members from various units were started arriving
at Hinganghat City on 11th evening and up to 12th
morning. All members were received one by one from
incoming arrival station by TAI members by offering
them floral bouquet and lodged them at a newly built
guest house. Buffet dinner was arranged at guest house
at the same night for all of them. Next day i.e. on 12th
Sept. after having had a breakfast, all members were
visited Gimatex Industries Pvt. Ltd, a most modern &
technologically advanced Textile Mills located at Cen-
tral India. They were all accom-panied by senior
Members of TAI Hingaghat Unit.

The visit was around for 2 hours. It was a proud
moment for the GC members to inspect all the ad-
vance Spinning technologies such as Ring Spinning,
Open End Spinning, Airjet Spinning, Air Vortex Spin-
ning, Compact Spinning, Core Yarn Spinning, Dyed
Fibre Spinning running in one location processing
various textile materials with a beautiful lay out in
clean atmosphere running on super high speeds. They
also inspected Air jet weaving machines running more
than 100 rpm.  They also appreciated to see the Green
& Clean surrounding of Gimatex premises. After visit,
they were taken to a conference hall & a small meet-
ing was held exchanging views of present textile sce-
nario & market conditions. A K Barik, President,
Gimatex Industries Ltd briefly informed about the
history of Gimatex industries, present set up, their
strength, their future plan & various challenges being
faced by them.

After that they were again taken to the guest house for
buffet lunch. After having had some rest, they were
taken to the newly built Meeting hall for attending 4th
G.C. Meeting. They were all given a red carpet wel-
come with a flower bouquet to individuals receiving
one by one by members of unit.

Before start of the meeting, breaking the tradition, Shri
A.K. Barik, President of TAI Hinganghat Unit pre-
sented one power point presentation detailing about
the Hinganghat city & its growth over the years and
TAI Hinganghat unit activities covering each & every
program held last one year and their future plan. They
also put forward their suggestion for improvement of
functioning of individual units and TAI central unit as
well. Thereafter, Governing Council meeting was con-
ducted in traditional way and meeting ended with vote
of thanks proposed by TAI Hinganghat Unit member.

After that there was a sumptuous cocktail dinner ar-
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ranged by TAI Hinganghat Unit for all members which
all graced & enjoyed.

At the end, TAI Hinganghat Unit offered then a unique
gift to all G.C. members present in the meeting. All
TAI Hinganghat Unit members were always there with
guest from their arrival till their final depar-ture to
take care & meet all their needs. All arrangements,
pick-up, drop, reception, food arrangement & their stay
were sponsored by TAI Hinganghat unit.

All GC expressed their happiness to be with Hinganghat

National Textile Conference-2015

Union Textile Minister ShriSantosh Kumar Gangwar
assured the Textile Industry of sympathetically look-
ing into the problems it is facing while inaugurating
the National Textile Conference-2015 on theme 'Make
In India: Destination Textiles'. NTC-2015 wasorganized
by The Textile Association (India) - Delhi. The Hon-
orable Minister further advised the organizers to for-
ward the outcome of the deliberations of two days
conference for consideration by his ministry.

The Textile Association (India) - Delhiorganized the
"National Textile Conference - 2015" on 26-27
Octoberat PHD House, New Delhi. The Conference
has been hailed as a grand success.

Chief Guest, ShriSantoshGangwar, Hon'ble Minister of
State for Textiles (Independent Charge), Guest of Honor,

Ms. SunainaTomar, Jt. Secretary (Textiles), GoI., and
TA(I)-Delhi dignitaries lighting the lamp during Inaugu-

ration session

TAI - Delhi
It was inaugurated by ShriGangwar in the august pres-
ence of Ms. SunainaTomar, Jt. Secretary (Textiles) and
Ms. GeetaNarain, Jt. Secretary (Textiles), acclaimed
industry leaders like ShriShekharAgarwal (Vice Chair-
man, LNJ Bhilwara Group), Shri V.K.Ladia (Founder
Chairman, Shri Rajasthan Syntex Group), Shri K.K.
Agarwal (Chairman, Alps Industries Ltd), Shri Sanjay
Jain ( Managing Director, TT Limited), Shri Anil Jain
(Managing Director, Jain Textile Industries),
ShriShantanuAgarwal (Executive Director, BMD), Shri
V.K.Indrayan and several top professionals of the in-
dustry.

The inaugural session witnessed a wide spectrum of
audience comprising a variety of stakeholders in the
textile value chain from renowned organizations as
well academia.

3389 - Dr. S.K.Panda, Secretary (Textiles), Government
of India being welcomed by ShriSudhishAggarwala,

President, TA(I)-Delhi

The Guest of Honour, Ms.SunainaTomar ad-
dressed the audience while focusing on various issues
faced by the textile industry and which were subse-
quently taken up by the participating speakers and
panelists during various discussion sessions.

unit & the way Hinganghat Unit arranged and con-
ducted meeting with a beautifully planned manner. It
has also been expressed by them that never ever in the
history of Textile Association, GC meeting conducted
in such a fashion.

TAI Hinganghat Unit President Mr. A.K. Barik and
General Secretary, Mr. S.K. Thaokar tried to do their
best with their small means to arrange all the facilities
and they also articulated their feelings for any short-
comings & expressed regret if anything left & over-
looked which should have been taken care off.
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The Chief Guest ShriSantoshGangwar's address was
taken by the audience present as a very positive sign
issued by our Government.He highlighted some of the
recent significant schemes launched by the Govern-
ment for the textile industry. He also conveyed that
with the stirring support by the Indian government, the
textile industry should now focus on growth through
constant innovation, modernization, automation, induc-
tion of new concept and modern technology.

ShriSudhishAggarwala, President, TA (I)-Delhi, in his
Presidential Address, focused on the Textile Industry's
capability of contributing to wealth creation and em-
ployment generation and the vision of the Prime Min-
ister towards making India a manufacturing hub.
ShriAggarwalacalled upon the speakers and panelists
to come up with suggestions, ideas and solutions to
take the industry forward.

Shri Pankaj Kapoor, Co-Chairman, NTC-2015, in his
speech, very well summarized the reasons for holding
the conference.

ShriRanbir K. Vij, the Chairman of the Conference,
delivered Welcome Address while addressing the Chief
Guest, Guests of Honour, the Speakers and Panelists
as well as the participating delegates. He specifically
mentioned the support extended by the sponsors in
supporting the Conference.

Dr. Anil Gupta, the Trustee of TA (I) Delhi and a past
President gave an introductory address wherein he
introduced the various activities of The Textile Asso-
ciation (India), its functions and activities to the par-
ticipants and the guests attending the conference. He
specially stressed upon and explained the objectives
of association.

ShriPrashantAgarwal, Joint Managing Director, Wazir
Advisors spoke about the theme of the conference and
its relevance during the inaugural session and he also
summed up the conclusions and inferences drawn in
the two days deliberations during the closing session.

A panel discussion titled 'Industry Speaks' was orga-
nized during the inaugural function to highlight the
problems faced by the textile industry. The panel in-
cluded noted industrialists ShriShekharAgarwal (Vice
Chairman, LNJ Bhilwara Group), Shri V.K. Ladia
(Founder Chairman, Shri Rajasthan Syntex Group) and
Shri Sanjay Jain (Managing Director, TT Limited).
The discussion was moderated by ShriVikasBhargava,
Organising Secretary, NTC-2015.

Shri Sanjay Jain of TT Limited receiving the Award on
behalf of Dr. R.C.Jain, Founder Chairman, TT Limited

being honored for Life Time Achievement Award

Shri R.P. Soni, Founder & Chairman Sangam India
Limited receiving Life Time Achievement Award

Prof. BalwantRaiBhatnagar receiving
Life Time Achievement Award

Shri J.P.Saria, Trustee, TA(I)-Delhi receiving
Life Time Achievement Award
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TA (I)-Delhi chose this occasion to felicitate some very
worthy personalities. Dr. R.C. Jain, Founder Chair-
man, TT Limited was felicitated for Unparalleled Ser-
vices to the Textile Industry as an Entrepreneur.

Shri S.K.Khandelia, President, Sutlej Group for his
contribution to textile industry as a Business Execu-
tive and Shri R.P.Soni, Chairman, Sangam India Ltd.
for Social Service were felicitated. Prof. Balwant Rai
Bhatnagar for promoting Education in Textiles and Shri
J.P.Saria, Trustee, The Textile Association (India) -
Delhi for Selfless Service to the Textile Association
(India) were also with Lifetime Achievement Awards.
Apart from this, scholarships worth INR 1.50 Lakhs
were awarded to six meritorious students from promi-
nent textiles institutes in the NCR.

Release of Souvenir on the occasion of
National Textile Conference 2015

Shri Sanjay Arora, Co-Chairman of Technical
Programme Committee presenting Memento to

Dr. S.K.Panda, Secretary (Textiles), GoI.

Conference also saw brainstorming for two days was
prominent industry experts shared their valuable views
on various topics. The first day of the conference saw
following Presentations andPanel Discussions:

◆ Competing in Global Textile Economy: In this
session, presentations were given by Mr.
VirenderGoyal, Founder & Managing Director

Aplos Global Ltd. on the topic, "Sustaining prof-
itability through Technical, Financial and Man-
power Planning"and Mr. VarunVaid, Associate
Director, Wazir Advisors on the topic, "Global
Textile Industry Trends".

◆ Synthetic Textiles: Key to Increase Global
Share:Thispanel discussion had the participation
of Shri V.K. Ladia, Founder Chairman, Shri
Rajasthan Syntex Group, Mr.Anant Kishore, ED
& CEO, Indo Rama Synthetics (India) Ltd. and
Mr. Pankaj Kapoor, Chairman, Park Group of
Companies.It was moderated by Mr. Prashant
Agarwal, Partner, Wazir Advisors

◆ New Developments in Textile Manufacturing
Technology:In this session, presentations were
given by Mr. Shiladitya K. Joshi (A.G.M. Product
and Marketng, Truetzschler), Mr. Francis Baud
(Global Head of Segment Textile Masterbatches
of Clariant International), Mr. Charan Singh (Re-
gional Director, TUV Rheinland) and Mr. Sandeep
Mehta (Digital and Textile Printing Application
Specialist - Marketing, Kornit Digital Ltd).

◆ High Potential Textile Sub-segments for Invest-
ment: The panel discussion was attended by Mr.
Shantanu Agarwal (Executive Director, BMD Pvt.
Ltd. and Director, Maral Overseas Ltd.), Mr. Atul
Mittal (Managing Director, PP International) and
Mr. Rahul Dharmadhikari (Managing Director,
CLACOR India). The panel discussion and mod-
erated by Mr. Sanjay K. Jain (Managing Director,
TT Limited).

The Conference organizers ensured that at the end of
an intense brain storming first day, the participants
enjoy some good relaxing moments and in the process
gave opportunity to designing students of three well
known institutes. The students of Fashion Department
of the Amity University, GDM Girls PG College,
Modinagar and TIT&S, Bhiwani showcased their natu-
ral talent. The young designers presented fresh and
wearable designs that were majorly influenced by the
fabrics, colours and embellishment motifs that are
modern yet Indian in their roots and thus complemented
the theme of the Conference 'Make In India- Destina-
tion Textiles'. The guests present on the first day went
gaga over the designs as the scintillating ramp perfor-
mance and the music combine struck all the right
chords. It made a memorable evening and a day for
all.
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Guests were also entertained by Ahsan Bharti, the
Gunnies book famedGhungroowala.The talented artist
completelymesmerized the audience with his
ghungroosymphony.

The Day Two of the conference saw below men-
tioned panel Discussions:
◆ India's Multibillion Dollar Domestic Market Op-

portunity: This Panel discussion was attended by
Mr. R. Dhamotharan (VP and Head, Buying and
Merchandizing, ITC Limited), Mr. SanjivMehan (
Head, Manufactruing Operations, Ritu Kumar), Mr.
RohitBhatiani (Director-Strategy and Operations,
Deloitte), Ms. Sonal Jain (Vice-President, Brand,
Lotto) and Mr. Manish Maheshwari (Vice Presi-
dent - Seller Ecosystem, Flipkart).

◆ The panel discussion was moderated by Mr.
BaqarNaqvi, Business Director, Wazir Advisors.

◆ Looking Beyond Traditional Markets and Prod-
ucts: This Panel discussion was attended by Mr.
Kamal Gaba (Business Development Manager,
IKEA ServiceIndia Pvt. Ltd.), Mr. Ankur Kothari
( Head, Business Strategy for Clusters, Arvind
Limited), Mr. Charan Singh (Regional Director,
TUV Rheinland (India)) and Mr.AshishDhir (Man-
aging Partner, Wisedege Consulting). Mr. Prashant
Agarwal (Partner, Wazir Advisors) was the mod-
erator for this panel discussion.

◆ Skill Development: Key to Success of Textile In-
dustry: This Panel discussion was attended byDr.
J.V. Rao (CEO Textile Sector, Skill Council),Dr.
RoopakVashistha (CEO and MD at Apparel Made-
Ups and Home Furnishing Sector, Skill
Council),Dr. DarlieKoshy (DG and CEO, ATDC)
and Mr. Awadhesh Sharma (Sr. Consultant and
Managing Committee Member,TA(I)-Delhi). The
panel discussion was moderated by Dr. R.S. Antil,
Professor Management and Head Skill Develop-
ment, Ansal University.

The two day deliberations were very interesting and
well attended. The Conference was concluded in the
august presence of Dr. S K Panda, Secretary (Tex-
tiles); Dr.Kavita Gupta, Textile Commissioner and
Ms.SunainaTomar, Jt. Secretary (Textiles). Dr. Panda
assured the Industry and the gathering of complete
attention of the Central Government to the outcomes
of the Conference.

He emphasized on the optimized use of the Technol-
ogy Up-gradation Fund in its new avatar. He also

suggested the industry to utilize the funds and schemes
launched by the various state governments. While
Ms.SunainaTomar had helped in raising the spirit of
the seminar since inaugural session, her presence in
the concluding session as well reaffirmed the unfazed
support by the ministry.

Dr.Kavita Gupta, Textile Commissioner encouraged the
industry to work on Research and Development to make
newer products and also mentioned about the unique
fabrics that India produced in its glorious history. She
announced that the ministry is planning to have textile
commissioner's office in all the states for the benefit
of the industry.

The Vote of Thanks in the inaugural session was de-
livered by Shri Pankaj Sharma, Chairman, TA (I)-Delhi
and in the valedictory session by ShriRitesh Gupta,
Honorary Secretary, TA (I)-Delhi, who conveyed their
heartiest regards for all the support provided by the
sponsors, partners, delegates, guests, media partners
and knowledge partner, without whose support, put-
ting together this conference would have been a dis-
tant dream.

The Conference has been unique, highly successful
and has been a wonderful experience for all who at-
tended it. This event was well attended by decision
makers for private as well as government stakeholders
from the textile sector.

Key points of discussion and major recommenda-
tions:
◆ India has a massive population of 1.27 billion out

of which approximately 850 million are of work-
ing age. Each year and additional 12 million youth
join the work force in India without a complemen-
tary increase in employment opportunities. Hence,
creation of productive employment is a necessity.
In the present scenario, agriculture contributes 18%
to the GDP and employs 47.2% of the workforce.
For the industrial sector these numbers are 24%
and 24.7%, respectively. The services sector con-
tributes 58% to GDP and employs only 28.1% of
the Indian workforce. Large scale growth in the
manufacturing sector is the best way to absorb the
fast multiplying workforce. The fast-growing ser-
vices sector needs specifically skilled individuals
and on the other hand the work force requirement
of agriculture sector is dwindling by each day
owing to higher mechanization of the processes
involved and rapid productivity improvements.
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◆ High employment and output potential of textile
and garment manufacturing industry makes it one
of the most suitably aligned industry with Make in
India initiative. An average garment unit provides
7 times more employment and generates 1.5 times
more revenue than the overall national average,
for other identical factors.

◆ Forecasting the global market demand trend, it is
estimated that combined size of Chinese & Indian
apparel markets will become bigger than that of
the US & EU by 2025. With increasing domestic
demand, China's focus will also gradually shift from
exports to catering the domestic market demand.

◆ This shift along with the growing domestic market
size of Indian Textile and apparel sector will cre-
ate an opportunity for Indian garment manufactur-
ers.

◆ Presence of a complete addition value chain, com-
petitive wage cost, abundant raw material, well-
built infrastructure for industrial activities and the
support extended given by the Government make
textile and apparel sector an attractive destination
for investment in India.

◆ For the growth of Textiles and Apparelbusiness,
issues of high fragmentation, lack of economies of
scale, low focus on product development and de-
sign, lack of branding, relatively higher finance
costs and other input costs, inflexible labour laws,
low FDI, lack of FTAs with large markets and
absence of fibre neutrality should be addressed on
an immediate basis.

◆ TPP will open unprecedented channel for trade
and investment among member nations. On the
other hand Indian exports will reduce to signatory
nations. The recent agreements including EU-FTA
trade agreement, TPP will make Vietnam a threat
for major exporters. Getting zero-duty access to
these markets will boost Vietnam's garment export
tremendously. There is a need for India to enter
FTA with major as well as emerging markets.

◆ The world is shifting towards synthetic fibres, the
growth of this industry in India is the future key
to increase India's share in global trade. There is
need to invest more on the MMF based production
facilities. India has to create centres of excellence
in partnership with countries like Korea. To achieve
higher technical know-how and sustainability in
growth, India should emphasise on JV with manu-

facturers of Korea, Taiwan, and Japan etc.There is
a need to take smart investment decisions due to
higher growth MMF part of the manufacturing
value chain.

◆ Indian investors have to keep a sharp eye on in-
dustry growth in Ethiopia, Kenya, Myanmar
andeven Vietnam and USA to keep and at least
maintain the pace of growth of Indian textile in-
dustry.

◆ India should not only diversify its products and
markets but work on commanding higher share in
the global market. India should create products
with innovation at right price point.

◆ To cater the multibillion domestic markets, the key
areas on which stakeholders should focus include
balance between buyer requirement and shipping
time. The culture of excessively high lead times
should be done away with. The retailers should
focus on multi-channel strategy rather than going
only for offline or online approach.

◆ India has to invest more on sectors with higher
ROI including technical textilesfor example Filtra-
tion, Basic Medical Textiles including gowns, bed
sheets. The higher growth of automotive industry
both in India and on global level is an opportunity
for Indian investors.

◆ There is a need to explore new products and mar-
kets, increasing focus on health and hygiene, in-
creasing women participation in workforce etc. In-
crease in disposable income has increased market
demand of products like active wear, outerwears
etc. There is a need to cater to this demand by
setting up specialised manufacturing setups. India
should start penetrating into non-traditional mar-
kets for example Turkey and Italy for yarn.

◆ The textile and apparel sector is amongst the larg-
est employer. Initiatives in improving the skills
and productivity of the workforce till late have not
been sufficient. Additional manpower is required
to meet the demand which will be created accord-
ing to the envisaged production capacities in fu-
ture. The improved skill will result in improved
productivity and increased wages. Skill improve-
ment will help in realisation of Make in India and
the Zero Defect initiative.
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The growing prominence of government policies and
the marked growth of the textile industry over the last
few years made way for a positive business platform
at ITMACH Bhiwandi. Owing to the radiance and as
an answer to the evolving business environment,
ITMACH Bhiwandi is back with a bang this year and
open to visitors from 17th-19th December 2015.

The show opened with a renewed vigour and opti-
mism this year at Bhiwandi today. ITMACH Bhiwandi
2015 aims to stand true to its reputation once again
and has set the stage for investment and newer oppor-
tunities right on the first day.

The visitors flow peaked by noon and by the end of
the day it signals to a steady start of the exhibition.
The exhibitors reported a good bank of queries right at
day one. "We were not really expecting much consid-
ering the venue being in Bhiwandi.

However, we have to say we entertained a series of
positive queries today," informed an excited R.
Anbazhahan, Managing Director, Reiniger Welker.
When asked about the quality of the queries, he fur-
ther added, "Compared to what we expected, when
people call us to say that they are visiting the exhibi-

tion to see our machines working live and then leave
a query for us. We eagerly wait to readdress the que-
ries post the exhibition. These queries are definitely
qualitative business responses."

Following the overwhelming response of 2014,
Bhiwandi has mapped several success stories so far. A
shift from shuttle to shuttleless looms, an opening for
the processing industry etc. ITMACH Bhiwandi 2015
closely follows on this path to success. The show was
inaugurated by TusharChowdhury, Mayor, Bhiwandi
and Sumit PPatil, Corporator, BNCMC today at
Bhiwandi. The honourable chief guests were immensely
vocal about the positive developments taking place at
Bhiwandi. "ITMACH Bhiwandi is pioneering devel-
opments within the textile sector. The machines on
display demonstrate a worldview. The industry here
definitely takes an effort to go and fetch improved
machinery from the world over, but bringing them back
home and that too solely for a cluster is definitely a
commendable work," commented TusharChowdhury.

"ITMACH Bhiwandi understands the importance of
firsthand experience and our effort has always been to
get the international developments of the textile indus-
try closer to home. Promoting the development of tex-
tile clusters in Western India has always been our
priority and ITMACH is just a stepping stone of our
efforts. Uplifting the textile clusters and bringing them
face to face with the bigger developments of the in-
dustry, proved beneficial the last year. This year is a
renewed effort for the same," remarks an enthusiastic
Arvind Semlani, Director, ITMACH India.

Visitors on the first day were definitely a proof of the
growing success of the show over the years. Visitors
from Malegaon, Surat, Ichalkaranji, Kolhapur,
Belgaum, Tarapur, and Bhiwandi dropped in to meet
the technology providers. "The show is set on a smooth
step by step progress. And it is certainly an interesting
feeling to come and interact with the industry and have
such quality business discussions here at Bhiwandi,"
spoke a happy Manchhalal K Jain, Director, Shree
DakshJyot Silk Mills, Bhiwandi.

A Steady Start to The 2nd Edition of ITMACH

NEWS
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GLIMPSES OF ITMACH 2015

The Alumni (TIT 66 - UMANG), ex-students of Technological Institute of Textile & Sciences, Bhiwani -
1966 batch will be celebrating its Golden Jubilee during 18th to 20th March, 2016 (Friday-Sunday) at
Udaipur to bring TITS 66- Umang closer to each other.

It is well known that there is a strong unmatched bonding amongst TITS 66 Umang, which is not seen among
the ex-batches of TIT.

Those TIT-66 batch friends are not aware about Golden Jubilee Meet at Udaipur they can be in touch with
the administrator.

For more details, please contact:
1. Mr. Arun Kamal Mittal 2. Mr. Vinod Kumar Gupta
Tel.: 0120-4901058 M.: +91-9810027860
M.: +91-9810138547, +91-7838147261 E mail: kumargvinod@yahoo.com
E-mail: arun.k.mittal@gmail.com

TIT 1966 - UMANG

Golden Jubilee Celebration
TIT 1966 - UMANG

(TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF TEXTILES - BHIWANI)

NEWS
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Neumünster, Milan 12-19 November, 2015 - The Cus-
tomer Services Department of OerlikonManmade Fi-
bers is presenting itself with its extensive product
portfolio at ITMA in Milan. Onehighlight at the exhi-
bition is the new Multi Machine Access Center from
OerlikonNeumag.

Networked production is no longer just a vision of
tomorrow. Yet the solutions offered are often
verycomprehensive. The new Multi Machine Access
Center is aimed directly at customers who are
lookingfor a specific solution tuned to their require-
ments.

The innovative Multi Machine Access Center, MMAC
for short, permits monitoring of the OerlikonNeumag
textile machines. The scope of visualization is geared
to the individual wishes of the customer.Since the
MMAC is linked to the process control system, in the
highest version it offers a centraloverview of all the
applications provided by the system.

OerlikonNeumag provides three variants of the Multi
Machine Access Center: the basic version
permitsanalysis of system data from an office PC that
is set up independently of the location of the systemand
is connected with the process control system via the
house network. The mobile version isinstalled on a
Windows tablet and calls up the data via WLAN or
VPN. The complete version combinesthe advantages
of both systems. It is of paramount importance that all
variants satisfy the increasingdemands for improved
process monitoring and control.

Flexible Process Control with
Multi MachineAccess Center

While, with the basic version, even large quantities of
retrieved data can be saved for later analysis,themobile
version offers a new level of flexibility. The possibil-
ity of continuous and locationindependentprocess
monitoring is complemented by the option of visual
troubleshooting directly onthe machine.

"Our Multi Machine Access Center is predominantly
aimed at companies who, for example, would liketo
examine and analyze their current process in addition
to other functions of the control systemonline. The
mobile version, however, also permits simpler han-
dling for our customers in several respectsin their daily
work. In technical service it can also help with the
interaction between us and ourcustomers", says Tilmann
Seidel, Head of Customer Services OerlikonNeumag,
summarizing theadvantages for the customer.

For further information:

André Wissenberg
Marketing and Corporate Communications
Tel. +49 2191 67 2331
Fax +49 2191 28 447 2331
andre.wissenberg@oerlikon.com

Claudia Henkel
Marketing and Corporate Communications
Tel. +49 4321 305 105
Fax +49 4321 305 368
claudia.henkel@oerlikon.com

◆ Technology helps reduce around 20-30 percent of
chemicals

◆ Achieves 25-35 percent in water savings
◆ Delivers 30-35 percent in energy savings
◆ Compact size helps save space up to 60 percent

Geratex Machinery Pvt. Ltd. from India is launching
and introducing a first-of-its-kind, innovative and sus-
tainable textile fabric processing machine to process
fabrics, whether mercerizing, bleaching, desizing or
washing at ITMA 2015 in Hall 3, stand F-124.

Geratex introducing first-of-its-kind textile
fabric processing technology at ITMA

NEWS
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Using Ultra Sonic technology on industrial size wash-
ing machines, the Geratex fabric washer offers higher
efficiency in terms of space, energy usage and also
chemicals and water consumption. The Ultra Sonic
technology can even be retrofitted into existing fabric
processing machines to achieve comprehensive sav-
ings.
As per actual production trials, the machine helps save
around 20-30 percent of chemicals, delivers 25-35
percent water savings and 30-35 percent in energy
savings with the biggest advantage accruing from its
compact size and helping save space up to 60 percent.

The Ultra Sonic waves accelerate the water molecules
in the bath, which move practically at the speed of
sound or several thousand times in a second, thereby
creating a turbulent effect in the machine and achiev-
ing the whole process in half the time taken by exist-
ing technologies. While desizing, the Ultra Sonic
washing technology completely does away with wet-
ting agents and the amount of chemicals used is re-
duced by 30 percent, due to which volume of water
consumed is also lessened considerably.

On the Tegewa scale of 1-10, a measurement tool to
calculate the efficiency of washing, the conventional
technology scores between 4 and 6 points after desize
washing, while the Ultra Sonic technology achieves
between 7 and 8 points.

For the bleaching process also, the innovative technol-
ogy consumes 30 percent less chemicals and delivers
the desired bleaching effect in 50 percent of time as
against conventional machines. Results are equally good
for post-dyeing washing also.

In case of mercerising of fabrics, while conventional
technologies consume 300-320 gms per litres of caus-

tic soda, the Ultra Sonic technology uses just 200-220
grams per litres, while delivering equivalent results.
Water is heated to a temperature of 95 degree centi-
grade before washing in existing technologies, while
the water needs to be heated up to just 65 degree
centigrade, which results in high energy savings in
case of the Ultra Sonic technology.

Additionally, when treating functional fabrics with anti-
bacterial or flame-resistant properties, the turbulent
effect created by the technology helps chemicals pen-
etrate deeper in to the fabric which help the fabrics
retain the functionalities longer.

Despite, being a new technology, cost of installing the
technology will be down by 40 percent when com-
pared with conventional fabric washers as the cost of
the new technology is lower, requires smaller related
ancillaries like boilers, electrical power, etc and fi-
nally uses very less space.

For more information, contact:
Media Contacts
SaurabhSinha
Marketing Manager
Geratex Machinery Pv.t Ltd.
India
Tel: +91 972 381 2794
Email: saurabh.sinha@geratex-india.com
http://www.geratex-india.com/index.html
ArunRao
Founder
Taurus Communications
India
Tel: +91 982 503 8518
Email: arun@tauruscomm.net

Connecting you with right
audience for strengthening

business promotion
www.textileassociationindia.org
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Loepfe is introducing its new MillMaster TOP online
data management system, which monitors and analy-
ses the quality data from Loepfe yarn clearers.
MillMaster TOP - a new generation innovative system
- provides online data from connected yarn clearers in
real-time. The modern software can visualise and
analyse quality data from up to 7,200 spindles.

The data management system has a comprehensive
functionality. Data from all winders are recorded au-
tomatically and can be monitored and analysed in real-
time. The mill floor view gives an overview of all
winding machines. Traffic light colours indicate the
performance of the different machines or yarn produc-
tion lots. The performance criteria and thresholds can
be set individually. This enables fast reaction in the
case of insufficient quality. A double-click on a ma-
chine or a production lot opens a dashboard view with
detailed data. There the user can access all quality
data in one view.

Innovative Online Data Management System
for Yarn Clearers

Setting-up MillMaster TOP is very easy. All connected
machines are recognised automatically, and afterwards
all data is available immediately. With its modern cli-
ent server architecture the system is the ideal solution
for winding machines. The data is not only available
on the server, but can also be displayed on a handheld
device, e.g. a tablet computer. MillMaster TOP can be
individually customized with various options, which
are installed automatically via Loepfe´s cloud service.

Loepfe´s new MillMaster TOP data management sys-
tem can monitor up to 7,200 spindles

Loepfe Brothers Ltd. will present a comprehensive
portfolio of quality control solutions for the textile
industry at ITMA in Milan, which will be held No-
vember 12th until 19th. The company, which celebrates
its 60th anniversary this year, always played an impor-
tant role over the past six decades as a technology
innovator for yarn quality control in spinning and
weaving mills.

Presented at ITMA for the first time, the brand new
LabMaster series sets a new standard for laboratory
measurements. The testing devices integrate the most
important measurements into one system. LabMaster
consists of the two measurement devices FiberMap
and YarnMap as well as LabMaster Top. The integra-
tion of all fiber-related parameters into one instrument
delivers the complete fiber profile throughout the whole
preparation process of the spinning mill, from bale to
finisher sliver. FiberMap provides data of standard HVI
measurements and also neps, seed coat neps, trash and
stickiness. The efficiency of yarn testing is increased
considerably by synchronized measurement of the most
relevant yarn properties, like count, evenness, hairi-
ness, and strength. In addition, all preparation prod-
ucts can be checked for mass evenness at the same
time as the yarn.

User-friendly and intuitive operation of the instrument
increases the efficiency even further.LabMaster Top

Loepfe Presents Quality Control Solutions
at ITMA Milan

60 Years of Future, What's Next?
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delivers value-added reports directly on the
management's desk.

Presented at ITMA for the first time, the brand new
LabMaster series sets a new standard for laboratory
measurements. The testing devices integrate the most
important measurements into one system. LabMaster
consists of the two measurement devices FiberMap
and YarnMap as well as LabMaster Top. The integra-
tion of all fiber-related parameters into one instrument
delivers the complete fiber profile throughout the whole
preparation process of the spinning mill, from bale to
finisher sliver. FiberMap provides data of standard HVI
measurements and also neps, seed coat neps, trash and
stickiness.

The efficiency of yarn testing is increased consider-
ably by synchronized measurement of the most rel-
evant yarn properties, like count, evenness, hairiness,
and strength. In addition, all preparation products can
be checked for mass evenness at the same time as the
yarn. User-friendly and intuitive operation of the in-
strument increases the efficiency even
further.LabMaster Top delivers value-added reports
directly on the management's desk.

The new yarn clearer generation YarnMasterZenit+
utilizes state-of-the-art technology, fastest processors,
and measuring technology. This extremely reliable tool
safely detects even the finest yarn irregularities. Just
one sensing head covers the range of yarn counts from
Nec 2.4 to Nec 320. The YarnMasterZenit+ allows
even more precise yarn clearing than ever before and
delivers a multi-layered evaluation of the measuring
results. The new yarn clearers have additional features
like nep cluster channel, off-standard bobbin detec-
tion, and improved foreign matter detection. They
enable a 100 % online quality control in the spinning
mill.

Many of expensive and lengthy laboratory measure-
ments are incorporated in the yarn clearer. The easy to
service and easy to operate central unit LZE-V pro-
vides a clearly structured user interface. When needed,
Loepfe technicians have the possibility to remote con-

trol the system, to check the status of the central unit
and to update the software. The result is an increased
reliability.

For open-end spinning applications Loepfe offers
YarnMaster 3N1. The yarn clearer combines three
sensors: an optical sensor for diameter measurement,
an F-sensor for detection of foreign matter, and a P-
sensor for detection of synthetic foreign matter like
polypropylene. In addition YarnMaster 1N1 is avail-
able, which has one sensor for diameter measurement.
Both yarn clearers can communicate with the machine
control of the open-end spinning machine. The graphi-
cal user interface provides comfortable access to all
functions and reports. The user activates the yarn clear-
ing by setting classes within the clearer matrix using
the touch screen. The length and deviation limits of
the classes can be set individually within certain lim-
its. Repetitive quality stops or longer faults can be
blocked for particular rotors. The YarnMaster 3N1/
1N1 covers the range of yarn counts from Nec 3 to
Nec 60 with maximum spinning speeds up to 400 m/
min. The desired quality can be achieved with the
maximum possible machine efficiency.

For weaving mill applications the new WeftMaster
Falcon-i optical yarn defects sensor contributes to the
quality of the end product. The sensor is able to detect
and eliminate smallest knots, fluff or even filamentation
from the weft yarn. A wide range from 20 to 3,000
dtex and yarn speeds of up to 30 m/s is possible. The
WeftMaster Falcon-i can work with monofilament or
multifilament yarns and is insensitive for yarn color. It
is also suitable for high performance yarns such as
glass fiber, aramid, carbon etc.

The new online data management system MillMaster
TOP is able to monitor and analyse the quality data
from Loepfe yarn clearers. The modern software can
collect, visualise and analyse quality data from up to
7,200 spindles in real-time. The data management
system has a comprehensive functionality. The shop
mill floor view gives an overview of all winding
machines. Traffic light colours indicate the performance
of the different machines or yarn production lots. Set-
ting-up MillMaster TOP is very easy, because all con-
nected machines are recognised automatically. With
its modern client server architecture the system is the
ideal solution for winding machines. The data is not
only available on the server, but can also be displayed
on a handheld device, e.g. a tablet computer. MillMaster
TOP can be customized with various options, which
are installed automatically via Loepfe´s cloud service.
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Spinning the best possible yarn, with minimum irregu-
larities, is what every spinning mill aims for. Roving
frames and ring spinning machines are the final stages
of the staple fibre spinning process and the quality of
components that are directly in contact with the fibre
are critical to yarn quality.  TeraSpin specialises in
these precision components that are vital to spinning
good yarn.

TeraSpin, a business unit of A.T.E. Enterprises Private
Limited, was formed with A.T.E.'s takeover of the
textile machinery components business of SKF India
Limited in the beginning of 2012.  TeraSpin products
are thus built on the strong foundation of SKF knowl-
edge and expertise.  With in-house research and devel-
opment, many of these products have been further
improved upon, thereby enhancing high performance
and durability.

Manufacturing thousands of components batch after
batch, with exactly the same specification is a chal-
lenging task. At TeraSpin, all products are manufac-
tured as close as possible to their nominal specifica-
tion. The benefit to end users is that yarns produced
with TeraSpin components have noticeably fewer im-
perfections.

At ITMA 2015,TeraSpin displays spindles, spindle
inserts, weighting arms, top rollers and cradles for ring
frames and roving frames.  The new developments at
the TeraSpin stand A106 in hall 4 are:

Smart cradle for ring frame - A genuine technologi-
cal innovation in ring spinning, the Smart cradle OH
S 168 has been found to be very effective in producing
yarn with improved quality. Mills have adopted this
cradle in India and abroad.

Smart cradle for roving frames - After the success
of the smart cradle in short staple yarn spinning,
TeraSpin has developed a smart cradle for the PK 1500
and PK P 2000 series of drafting systems for roving
frames on the same working principle.  The smart cradle
combines the well proven advantages of constant nip
distance with spring loaded compensation for any varia-
tion in apron elasticity or length.   Producing a roving
with reduced irregularity with the Smart cradle will
automatically bring down the yarn irregularities in ring
spinning.

Smart weighting arm for roving frames - The PK P
2000 series of weighting arms are equipped with more
visible top roller load indicators and Smart cradles for
better roving quality. The PK P 2000 series top arm
body is given a more durable, anti-corrosive Nickel
Chrome surface plating, and comes with an ergonomi-
cally designed attractive red lifting knob.

Smart yarn catcher - With most ring frames being
equipped with auto-doffers, the need for a good yarn
catcher with minimal under-winding yarn has been felt.
To address this need, TeraSpin has designed the Smart
yarn catcher and field trials show not only reduced
under-winding length but also, almost no residual yarn
in the yarn catcher.

These products are available for OEMs as well as for
use by spinning mills for replacement of components
on existing machines. TeraSpin's network covers all
major textile and machinery producing countries like
China, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan, Spain, Tur-
key, and Vietnam. TeraSpin also provides customised
upgrade kits for roving frames and ring spinning ma-
chines.

To get first hand information about the products
and services from TeraSpin,

please write to sales@teraspin.com

Smart spinning with TeraSpin

NEWS
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Saurer - a Joint Venture with Premier Evolvics is a
step closer to complete fiber con-trol and optimized
yarn quality

Saurer Group is one of the world's leading produc-
ers of automatic winders. Schlafhorst Auto-coner 6
is the latest model setting new standards in energy
saving, productivity and package quality. In order
to take a step closer to completing the control of
the data in the spinning pro-cess and optimize the
yarn quality, Saurer Group has joined forces with
Premier Evolvics Pvt. Ltd. and formed a joint ven-
ture Saurer Premier Technologies Private Limited

Saurer - a Joint Venture with Premier Evolvics

in Coimbatore, India. The main function of the joint
venture is the developing and manufacturing of yarn
clear-ers.

"The innovative and pro-active team of Premier is an
excellent match to Schlafhorst Winding team"
saysMartin Folini, CEO of Saurer Group, "we are very
proud that we have managed to find such anexcellent
partner for our continued development of the active
management of the spinning process."

The joint winding and clearer know how in this joint
venture opens new possibilities in optimizing thedata
processing for customers. The first innovation out of
this joint venture; IRisFX - a new clearer generation
with superior foreign fibre and white PP detection,
will proudly be exhibited at the ITMA in Milano si-
multaneously on Saurer booth (Hall 2, Booth B109)
on the new SchlafhorstAutoconer 6 as well as on the
Premiere booth (Hall 2, booth D107).

SAURER - WE LIVE TEXTILE

Media contacts PiaTerasa
Head of Marketing & Business Development
T + 41 71 987 43 66
pia.terasa@saurer.com

NEWS

Presentation of innovations by all three
Rieter business groups

Presentation of innovations by all three Rieter busi-
ness groups; implementation of STEP UP improve-
ment program; details on outlook for 2015

During today's "investors' day" at the ITMA in Milan,
Rieter will be describing the progress made in the
focusing on the strategic priorities. These are concerned
with the enhancement of innovativeness, the expan-
sion of services and the increase in the profitability of
the group. For the purpose of achieving the mid-term
targets, the STEP UP improvement program announced
in October last year is being implemented.

Innovations
The Machines & Systems business group will be dis-
playing the new E 36 / E 86 combing set, which offers
a significant increase in productivity. The enlarged R
66 rotor spinning machine with improved S 66 spin

box and the optimized air-jet spinning machine with
the Polyester option P 26 will also be presented. The
extended SPIDERweb Mill Control System is another
highlight here; this represents the first step towards
using the "Internet of Things" for optimizing the spin-
ning mill. The business group Components will be
presenting components such as the EliteAdvanced
compacting system, the new X-Comb and the LENA
high speed spindle, which allow spinning mills to gain
a technological advantage and, as a result, achieve
higher profitability.

Services
For the first time the business group After Sales will
be presenting its own service and product range. The
goal is to enable Rieter customers to make optimal use
of the spinning mill over the entire lifecycle. The
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business development dynamics indicate market ac-
ceptance of this range. Consequently the business group
is aiming to grow by more than 30% overall in the
next three years, based on sales amounting to 127.5
million CHF in 2014.

Profitability
Rieter has been consistently implementing the STEP
UP program (drawn up in October 2014) for the pur-
pose of achieving its mid-term targets, i.e. an opera-
tive profitability (EBIT margin) of 10% in conjunction
with a return on net assets (RONA) of 14%.

Details on outlook
While the order intake trend for both business groups
Components and After Sales is pleasing, the market
for new machinery at the business group Machines &
Systems is ata low level. This trend is due to spinning
mills' low margins as well as uncertainty in the indi-
vidual sales markets.

Owing to the positive dynamics in the business groups
Components and After Sales and a scheduled order
book delivery in the business group Machines & Sys-
tems, Rieter is expecting for the whole of 2015 sales
of around 1 billion CHF, operative profitability (EBIT)
around 7 percent and a net profit of between 4 and 5
percent of sales.

Presentation materials
A complete set of presentation materials is available
with this media release at www.rieter.com (http://
www.rieter.com/en/rieter/media/press-releases/.)

Please register at www.rieter.com if you wish to re-
ceive our media releases regularly by e-mail.

Future dates
◆ Publication of sales figures for the 2015 financial

year: January 29, 2016
◆ Results press conference and presentation for fi-

nancial analysts on the 2015 annual results:
March 15, 2016

◆ Annual General Meeting 2016: April 6, 2016

For further information, please contact:
Rieter Holding Ltd. - Investor Relations
JorisGröflin
Chief Financial Officer
T +41 52 208 70 15 I F +41 52 208 70 60
E-mail: investor@rieter.com I www.rieter.com
Rieter Management Ltd. - Media Relations
Cornelia Schreier
Head Corporate Communications
T +41 52 208 70 32 I F +41 52 208 70 60
E-mail: media@rieter.com I www.rieter.com

NEWS

13th International &13th International &13th International &13th International &13th International &

71st All India Textile Conference71st All India Textile Conference71st All India Textile Conference71st All India Textile Conference71st All India Textile Conference

Hosted by
THE TEXTILE ASSOCIATION (INDIA) - Karnataka Unit

January 22-23, 2016

Theme: Functional Textiles & Apparels -
Global Requirements & Opportunities

Venue:
KNIMHANS Convention Hall, Hosur Road, Bangalore, India

Contribute by way of Sponsoring, Advertisements & Enrolling Delegates

Contact:
Dr. HL Vijaya Kumar, Organizing Chairman of Conference

 M.: 09448372421, E-mail: taikic19@gmail.com
Mr. Kannan Krishnamurthy, Hon. Secretary, TAI - Karnataka Unit

M.: 08088428526. Kannank.universal@gmail.com
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PREMIER's philosophy of "Intelligent Technology",
"Intelligent Solutions" and "Intelligent Support"is
designed to address the challenges, while at the same
time making it easier for the textile producerto
achieve his quality goals. With the joint venture
with Saurer Group, whose SaurerSchlafhorst isone
ofthe world's leading producers of automatic wind-
ers, the intelligent solutions will take a quantumleap
towards a complete data control in the spinning
process. SchlafhorstAutoconer 6 is settingnew stan-
dards in energy saving, productivity and package
quality and will be shown in combinationwithSaurer
Premier's new Clearer IRisFX at the ITMA in
Milano. The joint venture Saurer Premier Tech-
nologies Private Limited was formed in Coimbatore,
India. The main function of the joint ventureis the
developing and manufacturing of yarn clearers.

"Continuous development of the clearer in close coop-
eration with a winder manufacturer is a huge advan-

Premier - Vision of a new clearer generation
Premier formsa Joint Venture with Saurer Group for yarn

clearerdevelopment and manufacturing

tage. The joint venture partnership is a win-win for
both parties but first and foremost for the customer
who in the future can profit from the synergy arising
from this cooperation" says Sridhar Varadaraj, Manag-
ing Director of Premier Evolvics, "We are very pleased
that Saurer recognized our potential and that we man-
aged to find such an excellent partner for our contin-
ued development of the active management of the
spinning process."

The joint winding and clearer know how in this joint
venture opens new possibilities in optimizing the
dataprocessing for customers. The first innovation out
of this joint venture; IRisFX - a new clearer
generationwith superior foreign fibre and white PP
detection, will be proudly exhibited at the ITMA in
Milano simultaneouslyon Saurer booth (Hall 2, Booth
B109) on the new SchlafhorstAutoconer 6 as well as
on the Premierbooth (Hall 2, booth D107).

Media contacts
premierevolvicspvt.ltd.
SF No. 79/6, Kulathur Road
Venkitapuram Post
Coimbatore, 641 062, India
Ph: +91-422-6611000
www.premier-1.com

Information on your new products,
equipments and process

You are invited to submit information about new prod-
ucts, equipments and process, developed and offered by
you to the textile market. Such write-ups are enter-
tained for publication in JTA without any cost.

Don't miss this opportunity to promote your new products.

Write to: taicnt@gmail.com

NEWS
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Only four years after market launch of the Autocoro
8, Schlafhorst has just sold the one thousandth rotor
spinning machine with revolutionary single-drive
technology at the ITMA 2015 in Milan. Thejubilee
machine, a brand new Autocoro 9, will provide high-
performance productivity beyond thelimitsof con-
ventional rotor spinning machines, in the rotor
spinning mill of the Turkish textile company
Emateks.

From left to right: Mertcan A?k?n, Emateks; ArifEmre
Adal, Emateks, Mahir Altu? Tatl?can, Emateks; Burak
K?z?ltan, Saurer Turkey; Gürdal Adal, Emateks; Ersoy
Buran, Schlafhorst; Jan Röttgering, Schlafhorst,
Mehmet Ali Oysal, Emateks; Bert Schlömer, Schlafhorst

Emateks belongs to the Emre Tekstil Textile Group
and was founded in 1991 as an importer for
chemicalsfor the textile industry. In 2001 a dye works
was added and in 2005 a knitting mill followed.
Emateks is now completing its vertical integration with
the construction of a new rotor spinning mill. It plans
to produce around 20,000 tons of yarn per year in the
count range from Ne 10 to Ne 40. The company from
Çerkezköy in the European part of Turkey today cur-
rently employs around 270 staff.

Emateks has continuously expanded its value-added
chain over the past few years. Since the companycomes
from the processing sector, it considers yarn produc-
tion naturally from the perspective of a classicyarn
customer.

Thus the expectations on quality, flexibility and eco-

nomic efficiency of a rotor spinningmillare accord-
ingly demanding.

"We of course only want to use state-of-the-art rotor
spinning technology in our own yarn production",says
Gürdal Adal, owner of Emateks. "The Autocoro 9 has
impressed us in particular with its high flexibility
andeconomic efficiency, as well as through the huge
energy savings of more than 20 %."

With the Autocoro 9, Schlafhorst has just launched the
second machine generation with single-drivetechnology
on the market. The German textile machinery manu-
facturer was able to present fascinatingimprovements
at the ITMA in Milan. The E³-certified Autocoro 9
sets new standards for productivity,economic efficiency,
operator friendliness, quality and, in particular, for a
unique energy-saving yarnproduction, with greater in-
telligence in each individual spinning position. The
new Autocoro 9 proves that single spinning position
drive is currently the only sustainable rotor spinning
technology. The unrivalledenergy efficiency of the
Autocoro 9, proven by the integrated energy monitor-
ing, has meanwhile been recognised by a third party.

For more information please contact,
Waltraud Jansen
Expert Communication Rotor Spinning
Schlafhorst
Zweigniederlassung der
Saurer Germany GmbH & Co. KG
Carlstrasse 60
52531 Übach-Palenberg
Germany
T + 49 2451 905 2194
waltraud.jansen@saurer.com
www.saurer.com

1000th Autocoro with single-drive technology
goes to Emateks

NEWS

Texttreasure

Life is not measured by the number of
breaths we take, but by the moments that
take our breath away.

- Maya Angelou
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◆ Stakeholders conclave at Coimbatore on De-
cember 4

◆ Technical, design, marketing support to Liva
partners

The $41-billion
Aditya Birla will
handhold large
number of textile
value chain part-
ners across the
country by giving
support from de-
sign development
to technical skills
to marketing and
buyer link sup-
port, in line with
the `Make in In-
dia strategy' that

can propel India to be world's top cloth manufacturing
hub.

Top executives from the Group including Rajeev Gopal,
Chief Marketing Officer- Pulp & Fibre Business, will
address the conclave. The company has entered into
collaboration with Mumbai-based Netcarrots to imple-
ment a customer relationship marketing programme
for the stakeholders assembling in Coimbatore.

As part of its national drive called LIVA Accredited
Partner Forum (LAPF) to improve the value chain,
Birla Cellulose -the pulp and fibre manufacturing di-
vision of Grasim -will hold a stakeholder conclave
here on December 4, involving over 200 partners from
the textile hubs in South India. This will be followed
by a similar summit in New Delhi later.

 "We see potential in India becoming a manufacturing
hub of clothing and textile following the encouraging
response of LAPF members who have excelled in terms
of product innovation, quality management, process
deliveries and systems. Our plan is to strengthen the
textile value chain and make it align with Make in
India strategy," said Mr. Gopal.

LAPF, launched sometime back, has 250 plus mem-
bers including spinners, weavers, knitters and fabrica-

Aditya Birla Group to Enhance Capabilities
of Textile Value Chain Partners

tors, with major participation from textile hubs such
as Tirupur, Erode, Ludhiana, New Delhi, Kolkatta,
Surat, Bhiwandi etc. The LAPF programme is linked
to Birla Cellulose's fibre brand LIVA which was
launched in March this year in line with the group
chairman Mr. Kumar Mangalam Birla's vision of es-
tablishing connect with the end consumer.

"We have already partnered with 190 fabricators and
119 processors across the country and the interaction
with them has strengthened our belief that India has
the potential to boost consumption and emerge as a
global textile power," said Mr. Manohar Samuel, Presi-
dent (Marketing & Business Development). The com-
pany has also tied up with Bombay Textile Research
Association (BTRA) to undertake quality improvement
programs and stringent audits for the partners. The
partners are shortlisted for the programme after they
comply with eight stringent parameters. After the se-
lection, the company will equip them with five major
services, including Design & development, technical
services, vendor management, marketing & buyer link
support and market Intelligence.

This has resulted into ripple effect with more mem-
bers showing interest as this one of the kind programme
has not only improved the business but also the health
of the overall textile scenario in the country.

LAPF partners, including fabricators, promote / mar-
ket their products with LIVA accreditation.  A Liva tag
in a garment promises high quality fabrics. Leading
brands in the country such as Pantaloons, Van Heusen,
Allen Solly, People, Global Desi, Lifestyle, Melange,
Shoppers Stop, Reliance trends, Wills Lifestyle, Desi
Belle Chemistry, F-109, Fusion Beats, FBB, Etnicity
and Max use LIVA branded fabric.

Birla Cellulose is the leading player in the VSF indus-
try with 93% market share.

For More Details please contact,
Nikhil Sukthankar (09702036462),
nikhil.sukthankar@adityabirla.com

Media Contact:
Vinod Chandran (09846041123),
passion4vinod@gmail.com
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VDMA member companies are extremely satisfied with
ITMA 2015 in Milan. 96 percent stated that both the
quantity and the quality of visitors to their booths were
good to very good. 87 percent evaluate the prospects
for post exhibition business to be good to very good.
These are the main results of a VDMA survey to which
53 exhibiting member companies responded.

In expressing her satisfaction with the show, Regina
Brückner, Chairperson VDMA Textile Machinery and
CEO BRÜCKNER Trocken technik said: "We were
very pleased with ITMA 2015 in general, especially
with the great number of visitors that were not only
looking but were discussing real projects - some will
be realised in the short term, some in the medium
term".

Winning new customers, closing deals
The acquisition of new customers was the major target
of the VDMA members in Milan. 89 percent reached
this goal according to the VDMA survey. Three out of
four German companies (74 percent) were able to close
contracts and negotiations already during the show time
in Milan. This also shows the high confidence of tex-
tile mills worldwide in German Technology.

Roland Hampel, member of the board of VDMA Tex-
tile Machinery and Managing Director, A. Monforts
Textil maschinen said: "What a success for ITMA 2015!
The quality and the number of visitors, the commer-
cial success for our company and the new contacts
being generated during the show exceeded our expec-
tations by far. ITMA proved again it is the leading
exhibition place for textile machines."

Johann Philipp Dilo, Member of the board of VDMA
Textile Machinery and Managing Director of Dilo
Group added: "Numerous projects are very promising

VDMA: Top marks for ITMA 2015

and we expect further contracts to be concluded in the
short term. All in all, ITMA in Milan has been a great
success. Milan confirmed again the importance of the
European ITMA."

High interest in energy and material efficiency
ITMA proved that sustainable textile production con-
tinues to be a major issue for the industry. According
to the VDMA survey, energy and material efficiency
were the topics to which customers showed the high-
est interest? Asked about energy efficiency 72 percent
of the responding VDMA members said that it was a
topic of high to very high interest for the customers.
Material efficiency ranked number two in the list: 63
percent of the member companies evaluate it to be of
high to very high interest for customers. VDMA and
Blue Competence members fulfilled ITMA's perfor-
mance promise "Master the Art of Sustainable Innova-
tion".

"We felt for the first time a real understanding and
interest in energy efficiency and green technology. It
seems that German machine builders again strength-
ened their positive image of producing sustainable
machines which will help us to look forward to some
very exciting years!" commented Regina Brückner.

Markets more globally distributed again
The visitor structure reflects that customers are more
globally distributed again and the dependence on indi-
vidual markets is decreasing. The comeback of many
markets with a longstanding textile tradition is a posi-
tive sign for the years to come.

"The exhibition by far exceeded our expectations. For
us, especially visitors from Bangladesh, India, Mexico,
Pakistan and Turkey showed high demand", said
Heinrich Trützschler, member of the board of VDMA
Textile Machinery and Managing Partner of Trützschler.

Arno Gärtner, CEO, KARL MAYER Textil maschinen
fabrik added: "This year's ITMA exceeded all our
expectations. We were very happy to welcome many
international customers."

VDMA activities abroad in 2016
Since local presence is essential for a meaningful dia-
logue between machine manufacturers and textile pro-
ducers, VDMA is continuing its series of conferences
in dedicated markets.
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Next stop will be Vietnam. VDMA is planning a fo-
rum themed "German Technology meets Vietnamese
Textiles" to take place in Hanoi (5th July) and Ho-
Chi-Minh-City (7th to 8th July). Well-known VDMA
member companies will present their updated tech-
nologies to Vietnamese textile producers and separately
also towards textile students in HCMC. B2B
Matchmaking and a gala dinner will enrich the
programme. More details will be announced in the
beginning of 2016.

Furthermore, VDMA initiated official German pavil-
ions at INDO Intertex in Jakarta (27th to 30th April
2016) and Techtextil North America in Atlanta (03rd
to 05th May 2016). For the leading textile machinery

NEWS

show in Asia ITMA ASIA + CITME 2016 (21st to
25th October 2016, Shanghai), VDMA expects again
a strong participation from Germany.

Success stories from VDMA member companies, use-
ful brochures like the updated VDMA Energy Efficiency
Guide Textile Machinery, Buyers Guides Textile and
Nonwoven Machinery can be read and downloaded
under www.machines-for-textiles.com

For more details please contact:
Mr. Nicolai Strauch
phone +49 66 03 13 66,
E-Mail: nicolai.strauch@vdma.org

Joint Managing Director of the Vardhman Group Mr.
Neeraj Jain visited to SaurerSchlafhorst stand at ITMA
& sealed with a handshake a Multi- Million deal for
delivery of 26 more Autoconer 6 machines to Arisht
Spinning Mills, unit of Vardhman Group.  Vardhman
had already put 29  Autoconer 6 type V  machines into
operation at Vardhman Yarn in Satlapur since the start
of the year. The company's experiences with the new
Schlafhorst automatic package were so positive that a
follow up order was now placed at ITMA in Milan.
With daily production volume of 600 tonnes, the
Vardhaman Group is the largest yarn producer in In-
dia.

More than 1million ring spindles work unceasingly in
the spinning mills of this broad-based group of com-
panies. With its own fibre production facilities as well
as dye houses, weaving mills and clothing factories,
Vardhman is one of the largest textile group on the

Vardhman Group orders 26 more Autoconer
6 machinesHandshake Seals Multi- Million Deal

Indian sub- continent. The group employs workforce
of 25000 and exports its product worldwide.

"Delivering top performance is our passion." Says Mr.
Neeraj Jain, JMD of the Vardhman Group." We are a
Technology oriented company that consistently uses
the most modern production methods. We were the
one of the first in India to invest in fully automated
integrated systems in which the Autoconer with its
intelligent material flow system plays a central role.
The new machine generation is a further great step
forward. The resource efficiency, productivity and er-
gonomic user-friendliness of the Autoconer 6 are out-
standing."

A large delegation from Vardhman visited the
Schlafhorst exhibition booth to find out all about the
latest innovations of the German Textile machine
manufacturer with which it has work closely for de-
cades. The delegation comprised …..

Mr. NeerajJain  -
Joint Managing Director, Vardhman Textile Ltd.
Mr. Rajeev Mehani -
Sr. Vice President, Corporate Technical Services.
Mr. ManojBansal -
Sr. Vice President, Project & Purchase.
Mr. MukeshSaxena -
General Manager (O), Arisht ,Auro Dyeing & VSM.
Mr. K. K. Lahiri - Chief General Manager (O), Arihant
Spinning Mills.
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Sad Demise of Prof. R.C.D. Kaushik

Late Professor Shri R.C.D. Kaushik
(05-02-1935-18-11-2015)

We regret to inform you that very dynamic, Prof.
R.C.D. Kaushik passed away on Wednesday, 18th
November, 2015 at the age 80 years at New Delhi.

Prof. R.C.D. Kaushik's name has become synony-
mous with textile education in India. Having passed
B.Tech - Textile Technology in 1956 from Delhi
College of Engineering, he was one of the four schol-
ars from India, selected for US scholarship. He
earned M.S. Textile Engineering Massachussetts
University - Lowell Campus in 1961. Prof. Kaushik
has been further awarded F.T.I., & Eminent Engi-
neer award by IEI. As a Director, he spearheaded
"T.I.T. & S"- Technological Institute of Textiles &
Sciences, Bhiwani for four decades making "T.I.T.
& S" name worth reckoning in textile education, the
alumni comprising M.P., IAS, IPS and leading lights
of textile industry and also foreign students from
Ethiopia, Kenya, Iran & Iraq. He has over 100 re-
search papers to his credit.

Prof. Kaushik's achievements and academic distinc-
tions are inextricably intertwined with the saga of
TIT's progress. He headed the Institute for 30 long
years as Director-Principal and could therefore trans-
late into reality his vision and ideas. During his tenure
he made TIT all around progress with some intro-
ductions, reintroductions and implementing various
programmes. All his achievements are numerous to
list.

Prof. Kaushik has been- Director of 15 large Textile
Mills in North India, Chairman of Association of
Self-financed Professional Colleges, Haryana; Mem-
ber-Council of Administration, NITRA; Member-
Bureau of Indian Standards (TDC 2:1:1); Member-
Northern Regional Committee, AICTE; Member-
Executive Council, Court and Academic Council:
Punjab, Kurukshetra & MD Universities; Dean, Fac-
ulty of Engg. & Technology, Punjab, Kurukshetra
and MD Universities; Chairman, Board of Post-
graduate Studies in  Textiles of these 3 universities;
Executive Committee, North India Section of the
Textile Institute, Manchester; Member, Board of
Governors, MLV Govt. Textile  Institute, Bhilwara;
One of the Founder Members of  the World Textile
Academia, Switzerland; Member, Accreditation
Committee of the Textile Institute Manchester -
North India Chapter, Subject Expert to UPSC, State
Service Commissions, Defence Ministry, CSIR,
HAFED.

He has been conferred with Hon. Fellowship of Tex-
tile Association (FTA) by The Textile Association
(India) in 1990 during its annual conference.

Prof. Kaushik's recognition as a teacher, adminis-
trator and researcher of eminence is truly reflected
by the fact that, time and again, the Hon'ble Presi-
dent of India, in his/her capacity as the Visitor of
IIT Delhi, has deputed him as the Visitor's Nominee
on the various Selection Committees for senior fac-
ulty positions in the Textile Department of IIT Delhi.

Prof. R.C.D. Kaushik was the Guru of Textile In-
dustry and under his leadership T.T.T has grown
and played extremely great role with providing high
quality manpower to Textile Industry. His contribu-
tion to the Textile Industry will remember forever.
Industry has lost a multidimensional member.

The Textile Association (India) and Alumni of T.I.T.
& S. offers with deep heartfelt condolence to the
departed soul and pray almighty to give strength to
all the family members to bear the loss and bless
his soul with eternal peace.
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ITMA 2015, the world's leading trade show for textile
machinery, exceeded all records in Milan this year.With
more than 123,000 visitors from 147 countries, the
show was busier than ever. The CREALET booth was
bustling throughout the show with guests gathering
information on the latest products and services.A broad
portfolio of innovative solutions such as warp thread
feeding, narrow and wide weavingmachines, and warp
knitting machines were presented.

Items of particular in-
terest to both visitors
and the mediawere the
innovative CS2 Sel-
vedge Thread Let-off
and theconversions
from mechanical to
electronic let-off
fornarrow weaving
machines. These new
technologies replace
conventional systems
using a new indepen-
dent control option.

With these new innovations, users are given greater
flexibility and can optimize their weaving processes
more efficiently.

Visitors were also excited to learn about
CREALET'sportfolio of products for wide weaving
machines. Theseinclude conversion possibilities for
Projectile Weaving Machines as well as the possibility
of additional warp beamframes that can be placed
behind either weaving or warpknitting machines.

Tremendous interest shown in CREALET'S
products during ITMA 2015 in Milan

CREALET - exhibitor of warp let-off and cloth take-up systems - is excited about the future

Walter Wirz, General Manager of CREALET, wasvery
positive about this year's ITMA,"We had a highly
successful ITMA 2015 with very positive feedback on
the presented CREALETnovelties. We have had very
qualified discussions with numerous visitors and made
many new contacts, thus strengthening our position as
aninnovative and competitive company."

In-depth product information:

CS2
Selvedge Thread Let-off

Warp Thread Feed Systems
for Narrow Weaving Machines

Thread Feed System
for Warp Knitting Machines

NEWS
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Special measurer by Saurer Schlafhorst
to support customer

SUN :  Services Unlimited by Saurer
With sun service unlimited Saurer establishes new service standards for the entire textile value chain.

SUN is a bundle of differentiated services that add
real value to Saurer machinery throughout its entire
life cycle. Highly trained staffs accompanied by state
of the art tools improve our customer's daily business
in a flexible and individual way. We provide the own-
ers of Saurer machinery with innovative products and
best services to improve production and profitability.

With its latest online portal in the form of SECOS 2.0
Saurer underscores its service leadership status in tex-
tile machinery manufacturing. Secos 2.0 permits a sig-
nificant increase in the efficiency of processes relating
to Maintenance, Servicing, Modernization and procure-
ment of original parts.

Saurer has given a magnificent show of 4 times a day
during the ITMA 2015.

The Saurer SUN show got overwhelming response from
the exhibition visitors and got appreciation and ap-
plause from the customers.

Besides the Red men crew of service specialists, Saurer
has shown the innovative power by upgrades and origi-
nal parts for the entire life cycle of Saurer products.

Founded in 1985, the Sangam Group is one of the
world's largest producers of dyed PES and viscose
yarns. The Indian company manufactures around
55,000 tonnes of ring yarn per year, much of which
is exported to nearly 30 countries.

Using state-of-the-art technology, the company spins
quality yarns that have earned it a solid reputation
throughout the world. As a vertically integrated com-
pany with its own facilities for finishing, dyeing,
weaving and knitting, the Sangam Group also pos-
sesses excellent knowhow along the textile process
chain. In the particularly important winding process,
Sangam has for many years exclusively used the
Schlafhorst Autoconer. Various Autoconer generations
with almost 4,400 winding positions are in operation.
Mr. R.P. Soni, Chairman along with Mr. S.N. Modani-
Managing Director & Mr.Sodani, Ex. Director of
Sangam Group visited to Saurer Schlafhorst exhibi-
tion booth at ITMA for a presentation of the new
Autoconer 6. The enormous increase in productivity,
the extremely low resource consumption and the en-

Sangam Group -
The Autoconer 6 fits with expansion plans
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hanced winding technology impressed him. In fact he
has immediately ordered 10 no Autoconer 6 with 80
drums per machines  for their expansion project in
addition  to one winding machines  for their existing
production facilities.

"We are confident that the new Autoconer 6 will play
a decisive role in future for Sangam group in our
extremely demanding textile process chain," says Mr.
Modani. "The new winding machine generation from
Schlafhorst offers state-of-the-art technology and sets
new benchmarks. With its high energy efficiency, its
unsurpassed productivity and - last but not least - its
unique package quality, the Autoconer 6 is ideal for
our expansion and innovation projects."  In addition to
product strength, excellent after sales services is one
of the factors for our decision to go for Saurer
Schlafhorst.

Mr. Ashok Juneja, Head - Sales & Service (India)
mentioned Saurer Group is very happy for this long
partnership with Sangam Group.

The members of the delegation were:  Mr. R.P. Soni,
Chairman, Mr.S.N. Modani - Managing Director,
Mr.Sodani- Executive Director

For more information please contact,
Heike Scheibe
Expert Communication Winding
Schlafhorst
Zweigniederlassung der
Saurer Germany GmbH & Co. KG
Carlstrasse 60
52531 Übach-Palenberg
Germany
T + 49 2451 905 2847
heike.scheibe@saurer.com / www.saurer.com

The Board of Directors of Rieter Holding Ltd. will
propose two new members for election at the An-
nual General Meeting on April 6, 2015: Roger
Baillod and Bernhard Jucker. Both candidates have
broad management and specialist experience from
working in large international industrial compa-
nies. Following their many years of service as mem-
bers of Rieter's Board of Directors, Dr. Jakob Baer
and Dr. Dieter Spälti have decided not to stand for
reelection in 2016.

Roger Baillod (1958) has
been active as Chief Fi-
nancial Officer and a
member of the Group
Executive Committee at
Bucher Industries since
1996. Prior to this he
worked for several com-
panies, including the tex-
tile machinery manufac-
turer Benninger as well as
a large international au-

diting firm. The certified business economist and au-
ditor is Swiss.

Bernhard Jucker (1954) has been Head of the Power

RIETER's Board of Directors nominates
two new members

Products Division and a
member of the Group Ex-
ecutive Committee at
ABB since 2006. Among
previous functions, he
held the position of na-
tional Head of ABB Ger-
many and also performed
various global managerial
duties in the field of au-
tomation technology.
Bernhard Jucker has been

active at ABB since 1979. He has a degree in electri-
cal engineering from ETH and is Swiss citizen.

Current members Jakob Baer and Dieter Spälti will
not stand for reelection at the Annual General Meeting
in 2016. Jakob Baer has been a member of the Board
since 2006 and Dieter Spälti since 2001. Both have
supported Rieter's Board of Directors through a chal-
lenging period with their invaluable expertise and high
level of commitment. The Board of Directors of Rieter
would like to express its heartfelt thanks to Jakob Baer
und Dieter Spälti for their long-standing, dedicated
contributions to the strategic management and further
development of the company.

Roger Baillod

Bernhard Jucker
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Sad demise of ShriAtul Bhagwati

Mr. Atul Bhagwati
Chairman, A.T.E. Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.

We are sorry to inform you that a very senior Member of TAI ShriAtul K. Bhagwati, Chairman, A.T.E.
Enterprises Pvt. Ltd., passed away on Saturday, 19th December 2014 at Mumbai.

Shri Atul Bhagwati received his degrees in mechanical and electrical engineering from Pune University
(India) in 1953. He joined the A.T.E. group immediately after his graduation and training in Germany.
Besides his career as an industrialist, Shri Atul Bhagwati has also been honoured as an industry leader.
Among other associations he has served, he has led the Indian Merchants Chamber (President - 1996-97),
the Indo-German Chamber of Commerce (President-1994-95 & 2002-04), and the Textile Machinery
Manufacturers' Association (Chairman - 1978-81).

Shri Atul Bhagwati, Chairman, A.T.E. Enterprises Private Limited, has been honored with 'The Life Time
Achievement Award' by The Textile Association (India), Mumbai Unit by hands of Dr. J.N. Singh, Jt.
Secretary, Ministry of Textiles, Govt. of India in January, 20019 with a standing ovation from the august
audience inrecognition of his contributions and services to the textile industry.

Shri Atul Bhagwati, was also conferred the 'Friend of Vietnam' at an Indo-Vietnamese function held on 03-
06-2011 by hands of Mr. Nguyen Thanh Tan, H. E. Vietnamese Ambassador to India. This award was
presented in recognition of the pivotal role played by Shri Bhagwati over the years in the promotion of
bilateral relations between India and Vietnam through the Indo-Vietnamese Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (IVCCI) and was presented jointly by Indian Merchants' Chamber (IMC) and IVCCI.

Indian Textile Accessories & Machinery Manufacturers' Association (ITAMMA) honoured Shri Atul Bhagwati
in recognition of his outstanding contributions to the cause of the textile engineering industry onFebruary
11, 2010. Shri Atul Bhagwati served ITAMMA as its President in the year 1969 as well as 1976. Also, he
had been in its Board of Trustees for over two decades, before demitting office recently.

Shri Atul Bhagwatiji was the Trustee of the TAI, Mumbai Unit during the year 2000 to 2010. The Textile
Association (India), has lost a guide and strong supporter and will be missing his advice and guidance in
future.

Shri Bhagwati was associated with several Indian and International organizations having directorship
holdings.

The Textile Association (India) offers with deep heartfelt condolence to the departed soul and pray al-
mighty to give strength to all the family members to bear the loss and bless his soul with eternal peace.
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The reliability of machines is
extremely important in the
blowroom area. If a machine
has a problem or downtime,
the complete spinning mill
comes to a standstill within a
few hours. Rieter performs
continuous development in
this area. An innovative modi-
fication of the bale opener
improves the raw material
opening for the subsequent
process.

The take-off roller of the UNIfloc bale opener is heavily
loaded. The opening of the various raw materials from
the hard-pressed bales without damaging the fibres is
complex and challenging.

Innovative take-off roller as a retrofit

The take-off roller with optimised take-off teeth for
improved raw material opening

In the latest generation of machines, Rieter has disas-
sociated itself from traditional methods. A newly de-
signed take-off roller was created (Fig. 1). Discs made
of special steel alloys with helix-shaped teeth are op-
timally aligned and welded onto a seamless precision
tube. The new take-off roller ensures a gentle opening
of the material. The customer benefits from consis-
tently small tufts. They make the perfect input mate-
rial for the subsequent cleaning and mixing process.

The inverter control extends the service life of
major components by gently changing the direction

of rotation of the take-off roller

In addition to improved material take-off, the take-off
roller offers increased service life and excellent true
running characteristics.

The excellent true running characteristics have a posi-
tive influence on the mechanical components - the
service life of the motors, bearings and belts is signifi-
cantly extended.

To allow the customer to share these benefits, Rieter
After Sales offers a conversion for all UNIfloc models
located in the field.

Gently changing the direction of rotation
Rieter recommends a simultaneous upgrade to modern
inverter control. This electronically regulates the change
of the direction of rotation of the take-off roller. In
particular, the heavily used main motor and bearings
repay this with longer service life.

RieterAfter Sales offers cost effective, easy to install
conversion packages.

Secure failure-free, continuous production for your
spinning mill: contact your local sales representative.

Author:
UrsTschanz
Head Sales Support Parts
urs.tschanz@rieter.com

Rieter quality in blowroom

Urs Tschanz
Head Sales

Support Parts
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OGTC Conference Report

Mr. R. C Kesar, Director General introducing the 11th
International Conference on Apparel & Home Textiles

OGTC organized 11th International Conference on Ap-
parel & Home Textiles on 31st October 2015 at India
Habitat Centre, New Delhi. 354 Delegates from Industry,
Academics & Research Institute attended the mega event.
Total 6 papers were presented in the pre-lunch session
followed by six workshops.

At the outset of first session Mr. R C Kesar, Director
General OGTC gave brief introduction to the conference
and welcomed delegates. Mr. Prashant Agarwal, CEO
Wazir Advisors chaired the session. Mr. M K Mehra,
Director welcomed Mr. Prashant Agarwal by presenting
flower Bouquet.

PRESENTATIONS

Ms. Nidhi Sood of M/s Madura Clothing presented pa-
per on People Engagement Practices and Reward and
Recognition Systems and Mr. Surender Jain presented
paper on Turnaround Story- Different Facetsboth speak-
ers presented case studies onNew perspectives that will
propel the industry forward.

Very important presentation was made by Ms. Aisshvarya
S. Shah, CEO & Chief Trainer Work Senses, Chennai
questioning the industry on the goals set for their com-
pany and how they look at human resource as a part of
this goal. She said "We have to link HR and training to
profitability," she stressed, adding honestly that the ef-
forts to people management in the garment industry has
not been so great in the past. What is required, she
emphasised, was not 'policing' of workers but 'perfor-
mance management', which is an HR job. "How many
companies look at ROI for investments made in people-
management?"

In the post tea session Mr. A.N. Singh presented a paper
on Value Creation for Customers in Apparel Industry,
Mr. Navin Chopra, Aglie Group presented a paper on
New Developments in the space of Quality in Indian
context and its relevance to Garment Industry and Dr.
Archana Gandhi, NIFT presented a paper on Merchan-

dising- Pre and Post Manufacturing.

In this interesting session the debate veered around
whether the target of the company should be on 'value
creation' or 'money creation'… while AN Singh, a well-
known consultant argued that if a company focused on
value, profits would follow automatically; Mr. Navin
Chopra of Aglie Group countered that without the moti-
vation of money, how would anyone even want to work!
Both thoughts garnered interest, though both agreed that
the goal in both cases was to run a successful business
that was responsive to buyer's demand.

It was stressed by all speakers that old ways of doing
business could not carry the industry forward and it was
imperative to innovate and adopt new approaches.Even
educational institutes were under fire, with many in the
audience requesting a re-look at how students were be-
ing prepared for the industry.

WORKSHOP

Mr. Lal Sudhakaran, Head MGE Madura Clothing
Chaired the session on Turnaround- (Focus-Planning)
Placing significant importance on the challenging details
of the production floor, the Conference featured two
insightful sessions on pre-production planning and style
changeovers. The first session focusing on planning was
delivered by Mr. Surender Jain and Mr. Bhavesh from
Wazir Advisors. The session speakers outlined on the
tenets of cost and quality for optimum planning, and
further detailed on capacity allocation based on deliver-
ies through an activity which required the volunteers to
plan four lines for an order of 64,000 bottoms. "Gener-
ally people will put the order in all the lines and get it
completed on the same day.

This however implies that there will be changeovers in
all four lines that will come on the same day, so that will
make a loss in all lines which will be huge. Better way
to do this is to either change 2 lines at a time and then
after 2-3 days again we will change based on our learn-
ings from the previous changeover.

Once you understand that, next changeovers will take
lesser time," Mr. Surender elaborated. Commenting on
ground realities Mr. Lal Sudhakaran drew conclusions,
"I have never seen a buyer who is unreasonable with
delivery dates - we have 4 different types of customers
- MFL gives us 120 days lead time, we have three dif-
ferent European customers one works with 90 days' lead
time, the other with 60 days and the last one gives us
monthly orders to be delivered every 45 days. When you
have three different buyers with three different supply
chain models - you cannot have same production strate-

ICAHT-2015 : 10th International Conference
on Apparel & Home Textiles
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gies. In such a case supply chain management is ex-
tremely critical - it will enable the business. You get that
matrix sorted out and a lot of problems will be sorted
out," he said.

The 2nd Workshop was held on Understanding of Buyer's
Perspective and Ownership session was chaired by Mr.
Hemant Sagar, MD & CEO M/s Lecoanet Hemant India
Pvt. Ltd. The presentation was made by Ms. Megha
Awasthy, Section Head - Leather Accessories, Lecoanet
Hemant, and Aditya Singhal, Founder, IML Jeans. This
session focused on how the companies could use mer-
chandising to make their mark in this bustling trade. Ms.
Megha, through her presentation encouraged the mer-
chandisers to proactively approach the buyers by bring-
ing flexibility and agility in the processes through a few
simple steps like minimizing the buyer's involvement in
the whole process at the manufacturer's facility, which
according to Ms. Megha can be done by building trust
between the two.

She stressed on getting feedbacks from the buyers as
well as the suppliers, which is not something that is
practiced by many in the industry, as a repeat order is
deciphered as a good feedback from the buyer, otherwise
the ends are left open. By getting feedbacks, the com-
pany can prove its willingness to improve and drive
change into its structure. After explaining the importance
of the customer's point of view in the process of mer-
chandising, she requestedMr. Hemant to explain the
buyer's point of view and Mr. Aditya to explain the
manufacturer's point of view on implementing their feed-
back in the process. Were distributes a few formats that
could be incorporated in the process of merchandising to
make it more efficient,

The 3rd Workshop, chaired by Dr. Rajesh Bheda, CEO,
Rajesh Bheda Consultancy, on Turnaround-(Focus-Ex-
ecution) dwelled on operational excellence. Session speak-
ers Mr. Surender and Mr. Abhishek Kapoor from Wazir
Advisors elaborated on two parameters of operational
excellence, namely learning curve and SMED for pick-
ing up the peak efficiencies faster and reducing our start-
up losses.

The 4th Workshop, which was chaired by Dr. Archana
Gandhi, Associate Professor, NIFT Delhi, Anup Gulati,
Consultant, NSDC, said rather than the traditional and
conventional jargons of merchandising being discussed,
the less explored aspects of strengthening a merchandis-
ing team were looked upon. Mr. Anup Gulati highlighted
the importance of an "export merchandiser" through his
very own holistic definition - developing, manufacturing,
and shipping products in a manner which compels the
customer to buy more from the company.

He explained the importance of soft skills in merchan-
dising by laying down 7 mantras which were quickly
picked up by all the merchandisers attending the work-

shop. The session took an interactive face rather than an
informative one as merchandisers from different compa-
nies were made to discuss their personal experiences out
of which everyone made learning. Overall, the session
pushed everyone to stress their grey matter and develop
their soft skills better to gain better control over their
jobs. Dr. Archana Gandhi, in the end, briefly summed up
the whole workshop and made crisp points that could be
taken back by the merchandisers easily.

In the HR workshop and CSR Best Practices, Maj. Gen
(Retd.) N.K. Dhir, Director Alphabet Teletec chaired the
session. 3 learned speakers in the field of HR from In-
dustry made thought provoking presentation and need to
look Human Resources as assist to the company and not
as a cost burden.

1. Mr. S.K. Joshi- M/s Dimple Creation,

2. Mr. Arun Batish- M/s Lecoanet Hemant Sagar

3. Mr. Robin Varghese- M/s Pee Empro Exports

The highlight of the presentation that the role of HR has
to evolve said, "Initially an HR job was taken as only to
recruit, but over a period of time companies have real-
ized that HR can understand and associate with the very
basic problem of the employees, so the focus has shifted
from hiring a normal HR to having a high EQ HR.
Generally, 'non-performance' of a fresh employee is re-
garded as the recruiters fault and there is a need for old-
timers to change this attitude that one can judge some-
body in two minutes.

Similarly, HR persons need to ask themselves if they are
justifying completely the concept of exit interviews, es-
pecially in the apparel industry, which has high turnover
ratio.

The best HR practices help in pushing up profits and
provide soothing atmosphere in the work place.

While summing Maj Gen (Retd.) N K Dhir said that
"From Day 1 we are trained to catch people doing some-
thing wrong, but we have to change and catch someone
doing something right, appreciate him and reward him.
It will have a multiplying impact. Owners and HR have
to ensure that staff/workers have enough opportunity/
space and comfort to speak. HR has a profound role to
perform as all departments are equally important, so there
should be dependence, independence and inter-depen-
dence. Why don't we encourage our line in-charge to
think, and work towards the welfare of the people of his
line?"The 5th Workshop was held on FINANCE COST
MANAGEMENT- BEST PRACTICES.Mr. Sanjay Gupta
of Impulse is Chaired the session. 3 Eminent Speakers
from the Industry in the field of Finance made presenta-
tions discuss.

Mr. Kamal Sidhu, MD, Neetee Apparel LLP

He pointed out that the delay could be for many reasons
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not attributed to the company directly, like receiving the
document late from the forwarders; documents were held
back due to negligence of the office; document received
by the bank but not lodged by the bank on the same day
due to lack of staff. And in some cases delays can be
very long. "As a solution we engaged our forwarders and
informed them that we are bearing loss due to your de-
lay, which acted as a stimulus for them to give better
service; earlier it was taking 16-17 days for the job and
now it takes 10-12 days. In case of shortage of staff in
banks or some other kind of delay, our staff sits in the
bank and completes the task," shares Sachar. Every buyer
and receivable has a trigger point to release the payment,
be it delivery date, sailing date, document uploading date,
the lease of bank reconciliation certificate (BRC) and the
trick is to ensure that these 'triggers' should not get de-
layed in any case.

Mr. Anoop Dhanda, ED - Finance, Orient Craft

It was rightly pointed out that in our industry interest
cost and embedded finance cost is not taken very seri-
ously, as the bull's eye is only to dispatch the shipment
on time. Even the documentation department is focusing
on the same, without realizing that while delay of a single
day in submitting the document can prove costly, there is
also a need to ensure that the same is submitted and
accepted by the bank on the same day, otherwise the
result is the same.

Manish Sachar, Head-Systems & Finance at Orient Fash-
ion Exports giving an example reiterated, "If there is a
document of US $ 15.38 million (Rs. 100 crore), then
adding other receivables like drawback duty, focus mar-
ket scheme, service tax refund, etc. which on an average
works out at around 8 per cent, the receipt due is of US
$ 16.61 million (Rs. 108 crore). Now if I have 10 days
delay and the rate of interest is 12 per cent, we are
actually spending US $ 0.053 million (Rs. 35 lakhs) on
it."

Mr. Manish Sachar, Head - Systems & Finance, Ori-
ent Fashion Exports

Sustainability is all about 'people', 'planet' and 'profit', all
of which are now 'scarce'. While, industry makes effort
to take steps for 'people', 'planet' and 'profit' is something
which is shrinking by the day with no one having a clear
vision how to perk up the same for sustainable existence.
Limiting overheads, cost control efforts and sharp cost-
ing are already being used as tools to improve margins,
but are the export houses doing enough on these fronts,
is there still some scope for improvement, are some
questions that need to be asked.

Naturally, answers to these hard questions will differ from
company to company, and may vary even in some spe-
cial conditions within a company. Experts are of the
opinion that we need to improve our working methodol-
ogy to use best practices in finance & cost management

for effective 'economic' sustenance.

SUMMING UP SESSION

Mr. P. M. S Uppal, President OGTC summing up the
conference (L to R: Mr. M K Mehra

and Mr. R C Kesar

In the summing up session Mr. P.M. S Uppal, President
OGTC presented cash award to three winners of the poster
presentation.

1. Ms. MANPREET MANSHAHIA

2. Ms. Nidhi Gupta

Mr. P.M.S. Uppal also highlighted some of the case study
discussed in the conference which are of prime impor-
tance to the Industry and need for looking the problems
with new and modern concepts.

He said that the OGTC conference which used to be two
days till 10th edition has been reduce to one day with the
objectives of shorter format with active participation.

Mr. R C Kesar while summing up informed that the
theme of the conference Competitive Innovation attracted
many case studies pertaining to Manufacturing /HR ac-
tivities.

Delegates at the Conference

He announced that the 12th International Conference on
Apparel & Home Textiles 2016 will be held on 15th
October 2016 at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi.

Mr. M K Mehra, Director OGTC thanked M/s Richa
Global, GIZ, Wazir Advisors for helping OGTC. He also
thanked Lady Irwin College for their participation and
help in conducting the session. He appreciated and
thanked all Speakers & Session Chairman for their ac-
tive participation and OGTC members in particular for
their vision and efforts in making this conference a grand
success.
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Presentation on "India & its opportunities" orga-
nized by ITME Society

India ITME Society organized networking dinner on
16th of November 2015 at NH Fiera, Milan to pro-
mote the opportunities in India for textile machinery
manufactures. This program was attended by Industry
members, Associations, Press/Media and government
officials from various Countries.  This special pro-
gram was by invite only and saw a good gathering
comprising of 17 associations, 36 Media/Press jour-
nalists & above 50 multinational companies from 17
Countries. The evening was graced by H.E. Mr. Basant
K. Gupta, Ambassador of India to Italy as Chief Guest
and Mr. Raoul Ascari, Chief Global Development
Officer, SACE as a Guest of Honour.

L to R: Mr.  Hari Shankar, Hon. Treasurer, India
ITME Society, Mr. Raoul Ascari, Chief Global

Development Officer, SACE, H.E. Mr. Basant K.
Gupta, Ambassador of India to Italy & Mr.

SanjivLathia, Chairman, India ITME Society

On this occasion Mr. Raoul Ascari spoke about the
support offered by the organization SACE to Italian
companies interested in investing in India. SACE has
an office in Mumbai and can be contacted at
mumbai@sace.it. This presentation generated much
interest among the invited guests and definitely will
lead to future activities beneficial for the textile &
textile engineering industry of both India & Italy.

H.E. Mr. Basant K. Gupta, Ambassador  spoke about
the various textile parks and schemes initiated by
Government of India which is expected to create more
opportunities for textile machinery manufacturers and
textile companies in India.

L to R: Mr. Raoul Ascari, Chief Global Develop-
ment Officer, SACE &H.E. Mr. Basant K. Gupta,

Ambassador of India to Italy

L to R: Mr. Raoul Ascari, Chief Global Develop-
ment Officer, SACE,H.E. Mr. Basant K. Gupta,

Ambassador of India to Italy along with Mr. Sanjiv
Lathia, Chairman, India ITME Society

India International Textile
Machinery Exhibitions Society

Organized networking meet at ITMA 2015 Exhibition, Milan

NEWS
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He highlighted various schemes by Government of
India to encourage "Make in India" & the high de-
mand for modern textile machinery in India. This was
accentuated by the fact that ITMA Milan attracted
11,070 visitors from India ranking highest in visitor
number only next to host country Italy.

Also on this occasion, Mr. Raju Paithankar, Indian
Textile Technologist presented about the traditional
textile fabric of India "Pashmina Cashmere" rare &
luxury fibre obtained from a specific breed of goats
which survive at a height of 17,000 feet in Ladakh.
This fibre is very much sought after globally and the
goats have taken care by local tribes Changpas. Mr.
Raju Paithankar & 2 Italian Companies Loro Piana
and Redaare jointly doing extensive work for produc-
ing and promoting this traditional fabric from India.

Post the formal program, an informal discussion took
place to explore how further activities can help Indo-
Italian business activity which was attended by H.E.Mr.
Basant K. Gupta, Ambassador of India to Italy, Dr.
Madan Mohan Sethi, First Secretary (Commercial),
Embassy of India, Rome, Italy, Mr. Arun Kumar

Sharma, Consul Gen. of India to Italy, Mr. Raoul Ascari,
Chief Global Development Officer, SACE, Mr. R.
Anand, Vice President, Indo Italian Chamber of Com-
merce & Industry, Mrs. Gloria KindaTargetti, of Simest
Spa, Mr. David Faini, Managing Director, Marzoli
Machines Textile Srl, Italy, Mr. Giuseppe Gherzi, Part-
ner,

Gherzi Textil Organization AG, Switzerland, Mr. Ritu
Pande, Director, Dept. of Heavy Industry, Govt. of
India,Mr. Sanjiv Lathia, Chairman and committee
members of India ITME Society.

The presentation was followed by networking dinner
providing an opportunity for the guests from various
Countries to interact, exchange ideas and discuss fu-
ture cooperation with India.

The next major international event for textile engi-
neering industry, India ITME-2016 is scheduled in
Mumbai from 3rd - 8th December 2016.  This event is
expected to play a key role and act as a catalyst and
a gateway to the Indian market.India ITME Society
extends a cordial invitation to this event.

NEWS

Golden Zinser Spindle for Indorama Synthetics
Commissioning of the 100,000th Zinser spindle

With spinning mills in Indonesia, Uzbekistan, Sri
Lanka and Turkey, the Indonesian company
Indorama Synthetics is one of the top ten manufac-
turers in the industry. Zinser has been supplying
Indorama with ring spinning machines since the
1980s. The company has now commissioned its
100,000th Zinser spindle: a 2Impact FX compact
spindle.

This milestone was marked at a small ceremony at
ITMA 2015 in Milan. Dr Martin Folini, CEO of Saurer
andSaurerSchlafhorst and Henri Wiggers, regional sales
& service director of SchlafhorstZinser, presented
theGolden Zinser Spindle to the director of the Spun
Yarns Division of Indorama, AnupamAgrawal and
VirenderKumar Bhalla, Manufacturing Head of
Indorama.

This year Zinser delivered over 40,000 2Impact FX
compact spindles to Indorama. The 100,000th
spindlewas on the fifth machine delivered. Following
the installation of all machines, Indorama now has
around140,000 Zinser spindles.

From left to right: Henri Wiggers - Regional Sales
& Service Director ofSchlafhorstZinser,

Dr. Martin Folini, CEO of Saurer and Saurer
Schlafhorst, Anupam Agrawal, Director of the Spun
Yarns Division of Indorama,VirenderKumar Bhalla,

Manufacturing Head ofIndorama, Ralph Knecht,
General Managerof Ring Spinning.
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Golden Zinser Spindle awarded
to Morarjee Textiles

The compact spinning machines process 100 % combed
cotton to produce particularly high-quality compactyarn
in counts ranging from Ne 20 to Ne 40.

They are integrated into a fully automated linked sys-
tem extending from the Zinser roving frame to the
Autoconer package winder from Schlafhorst. For many
yearsIndorama has been producing yarns of 100 %
polyester on Zinser 351 ring spinning machines.

"The Zinser ring spinning machines are our number
1," says Anupam Agrawal. "For years we have been
producing over 100,000 tones of ring yarn from poly-
ester, viscose, cotton and blends on these
fantasticmachines. Only the Zinser compact spinning
machine was considered for our new production project,
for theself-cleaning compact spinning technology guar-
antees precisely the desired compact yarn quality over
along period. That was important to us, because we
want to impress our international clients with
unparalleledquality, reliability, adherence to deadlines,
continuity and service."

Zinser and Indorama are united in their commitment

NEWS

to top quality and textile excellence. "We are passion-
ate in our endeavors to secure our customers' success,"
says Dr Martin Folini. "The commissioning of
the100,000th Zinser spindle at one of the biggest, most
demanding textile companies in the world is a
wonderfulendorsement of our work. We wish Indorama
much continued success and thank the company for
their trust,which has grown over many years."

For more information please contact,
Birgit Jansen
Expert Communication Ring Spinning
Schlafhorst
Zweigniederlassung der
Saurer Germany GmbH & Co. KG
Carlstrasse 60
52531 Übach-PalenbergSAURER AG
Bleikenstr. 11
9630 Wattwil
Switzerland
Germany
T + 49 2451 905 2875
birgit.jansen@saurer.com
www.saurer.com

The Indian textile company Morarjee Textiles re-
ceived the Golden Zinser Spindle at ITMA 2015 in
Milan. Ashok Juneja, head of sales & service (In-
dia), and Ralph Knecht, general manager of ring
spinning, presented the award to Harsh Piramal,
vice-chairman, and R.K. Rewari, managing direc-
tor of Morarjee Textiles, at the Saurer Zinser trade
show booth on 16 November 2015.

The Golden Zinser Spindle was awarded by the Ger-

man textile machinery manufacturer in recognition of
the pioneering spirit of Morarjee Textiles, which is the
first Indian company to order a ring spinning mill based
on the innovative ring spinning machine platform Zinser
72. The fully automatic new production line comprises
seven brand-new ZinserSpeed 5A machines each with
160 spindles in 220 gauge, 22 ZinserImpact 72 ma-
chines with 1,824 spindles each and 22 Autoconer 6,
type V package winders.

"We are proud that this Indian textile company, which
is steeped in tradition and manufactures to the highest
quality standards, has decided in favour of the new
Zinser 72 ring spinning machine and the ZinserSpeed
5A," says Ralph Knecht of SaurerZinser.

The glorious history of Morarjee Textiles dates back
to its establishment in 1871. Today the company is a
global leader in the production of very fine cotton
fabrics. It spins over 1,000 tonnes of high-grade cotton
yarn annually in counts ranging from Ne 70s to Ne 2/
200s. All of this yarn is processed in the company to
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create high-quality fabrics and fashion garments for
customers that include exclusive fashion houses in
Europe and the USA.

"We operate in premium segments and are renowned
among our customers for exquisite quality," explains
Harsh Piramal of Morarjee Textiles. "When making an
investment we consider very carefully what is best for
our clients? SaurerZinser creates quantifiable added
value for us and our customers." All the machines
ordered have Saurer's E3 label denoting triple added
value in the energy, economics and ergonomics cat-
egories.

NEWS

For more information please contact,
Birgit Jansen
Expert Communication Ring Spinning
Schlafhorst
Zweigniederlassung der
Saurer Germany GmbH & Co. KG
Carlstrasse 60
52531 Übach-Palenberg
Germany
T + 49  2451 905 2875
birgit.jansen@saurer.com
www.saurer.com

Expanding their network with a view to remain closer
to customers, Karl Mayer and A.T.E. have recently
opened a new office at Amritsar, India.

Amritsar is considered to be one of the important tex-
tile hubs of Punjab. It has seen continuous growth in
the traditional warp knitting sector over the last 5
decades. There are around 2000 warp knitting machines
in the region, and a majority of the warp knitted fab-
rics are produced on the Karl Mayer and Liba ma-
chines. With the growing prospects for warp knitted
fabrics, there is a lot of interest among the fabric
manufacturers to adopt the latest technology in warp
knitting, and thus to improve their competitive edge
with quality fabrics at a very viable working cost. Karl
Mayer has recently booked several orders in the area.

Thus, the decision to set up an office in Amritsar came
very naturally to A.T.E. and Karl Mayer, to support
customers with world class technology solutions,
prompt service, spare parts, and training on warp knit-
ting technology.

Mr Gurudas Aras, Director - A.T.E. Enterprises, said
"Our presence at Amritsar comes in response to the
growing textile sector in general and the warp knitting
sector in particular in this area.  A.T.E. is a one win-
dow solution provider across the textile value chain
and with this new set-up we will be able to support
our customers in the region much better".

Karl Mayer and A.T.E. expand their network
with a new office at Amritsar

"Looking at the potential market at Amritsar, we feel
very positive about the growth for the warp knitting
sector. Karl Mayer has always been at the forefront of
bringing the best technological innovations to custom-
ers in a way that makes life simpler for customers."
added Mr Kevin Socha, MD - Karl Mayer Hong Kong.

For all textile customers in the region, A.T.E. and Karl
Mayer's presence at Amritsar will surely provide them
the great advantage of faster support for all their sales
and service needs.

For more information, please emails is at
contactus@ateindia.com
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The Federation of Asian Professional Textile Associa-
tions (FAPTA) was established in 1991 and it is now
composed of eight professional textile organizations
in Asia. Asian Textile Conference (ATC) is the sole
official event of FAPTA. The initial purpose of this
conference is to discuss the latest achievement on tex-
tile science and engineering and to build up a global
network between Asian textile scientists and engineers.
One of the world-leading conferences in the textile
and fibre field, the ATC is held every two years and
hosted by FAPTA members in turn and functions as a
pivot to promote collaboration among fibre and textile
scientists and engineers and textile educational and
research institutes.

The 13th Asian Textiles Conference (ATC-13) is hosted
by Australia's Deakin University and Technical Tex-
tiles and Nonwovens Association (TTNA) during 06-
07th November, 2015 at Deakin University, Australia.
FAPTA member countries include: Korea, India, China,
Taiwan, Japan, Iran and Australia. The Textile Asso-
ciation (India) hosted the inaugural conference of
FAPTA, the 1st Asian Textile Conference, in India in
1991.

On behalf of The Textile Association (India) - Central

13th Asian Textile Conference

Office Mr. ArvindSinha, National President & Mr. D.R.
Mehta, President Emeritus was attended the Confer-
ence and they were on their International Advisory
Committee.

More than 340 scientists, researchers and fibre and
textile practitioners came from 17 countries to share
the program of over 400 oral and poster presentations.
Featuring a wide range of topics across all disciplines
of fibre and textiles, the program included topics of
interest for everyone.

Delegates shared a collective will to encourage col-
laboration as a catalyst for partnerships of prosperity
through science, inventions, innovations and entrepre-
neurship in fibre and textile technology.

Importantly, the event was an opportunity to renew
acquaintances, friendships and profession ties and make
new ones because it is through working together that
we will achieve our goals and make a difference in the
exciting field of textiles and fibre science.

NEWS
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Students of DKTE Society's Textile & Engineering
Institute, Ichalkaranji of Final Year B. Textile were

Moments of Pride
selected and awarded "Italian Technology Award"for
their contribution on the projects using Italian Textile
Machinery. These students were invited by ACIMIT to
Milan, Italy to receive the award and visit ITMA
Exhibition 2015 during 15th to 19th November, 2015.

1. ParthAlpeshkumarDalal, Final Year TT -
'Effect of FADIS Soft Winding Machine Param-
eters on Dyeing Performance.

2. Ujwal M. Malu, Final Year TT -
'Effect of Twist Direction of Double Yarns on
Tensile Properties of Yarn and fabric'

3. OjasAjaykumarGoyal, Final Year MMTT -
'Effect on Winding Stages and Winding Speed on
Yarn Properties'

4. AnmolAshokkumar Gupta, Final Year MMTT -
'Study of Air-Blast Pressure on the Splicing Per-
formances on Savio Machine Prof. S.B. Mhetre
was also invited to attend this award function as a
guide to the students.

For more details, contact:
Mr. S.B. Akiwate, Training & Placement Office,
E-mail : sbakiwate@dktes.com,

 sbakiwate@gmail.com,

DKTE won Best Industry-Linked
Engineering Institute award

Well known for its application oriented textile and
engineering education and close ties with the textile
industry, DKTE Society's Textile and Engineering In-
stitute, Ichalkaranji has won prestigious 'Best Indus-
try-Linked Engineering Institute Award'(TATA Chemi-

cals Award) in the nation-wide survey jointly conducted
by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE)
and  Confederation of Indian Industries (CII). The
students graduating from institute should meet the
challenging changing requirements of today's industry
and the changing requirements of industries can be
met by the students studying in good industry linked
institutes.

Therefore, there is need for good industry linked insti-
tutes. The objective of this survey was to assess and
reward the institutes with good industry interaction.

This award was presented to Prof. (Dr.) P.V.Kadole,
Principal, DKTE Society's Textile and Engineering
Institute, Ichalkaranji at'Global Higher Education Sum-
mit-2015' on 2nd December 2015 at New Delhi by
Prof. Anil Sahasrabudhe, Chairman AICTE, Mr.
Naushad Forbes, President Designate of CII, Mr. Vijay
Thadani, Chairman, CII National Committee on Higher
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Education,Mr.RamakrishnanMukundan Managing
Director,Tata Chemicals Ltd.As many as 2161 colleges
across the country had shown interest in the survey,
however, the AICTE-CII chose 901 of them.This was
the fourth such survey conducted by premier bodies
for the educational institutes working in engineering,
management, pharmacy and architecture. Self financ-
ing, government, government aided and centrally
funded institutes like IITs, NITs and IISERs qualified
for the survey.

The entire process was online where institutes were
asked to fill in all the data of their curriculum, faculty,
infrastructure, placements, governance, and research
& services/project & skill development for the year
2013-14 and 2014-15. At the end of the survey, the
application generated an indicative objective score
which was used forshort listing of institutes for second
stage of evaluation. The indicative objective scores
obtained were placed before a high level jury compris-
ing experts from industry and academia. The short listed
institutes were asked to send all the documents in
support of their data. Distinguished and eminent mem-
bers from industry and academia undertook visits to
the shortlisted institutes in the month of September
2015 for verification of information and qualitative
assessment of the industry linkages of the institute.
The visiting jury gave its own seperative score to every
institute based on the ground assessment of facilities
and data. This last score was used to prepare the list
of final winners. DKTE Society's Textile and Engi-
neering Institute participated in this national level
survey and provided all the necessary documents of
industry-institute interaction. In September 2015, Mr.
M.S.Ranade, General Manager Thermax and
Prof.MeenakshiSundaram,Anna University Chennai,
visited the institute and impressed by the commend-
able progress  made by the institute in the area of
training, placements and MOUs with industries. They
were also impressed by the 100% placement record of
textile graduates for the last 33 years.

DKTE Society's Textile and Engineering Institute,
Ichalkaranji, popularly known as DKTE, was founded
in 1982 by Mr.K.B.Awade and few other industries.
Since its inception, DKTE has produced more than
10000 engineers in textile and other engineering
disciplines.DKTE has grown multifold since its incep-
tion and has branched into other fields, besides tex-
tiles. The institute currently offers three diploma
courses, ten bachelor degrees and eight post graduate
degrees along with the facility to carry out Ph.D. Its
unique strength lies in disciplinary expertise in areas

ranging from basic textile technology to far more ad-
vanced technical textiles.

The curriculum is flexible and industry oriented.DKTE
Society's Textile and Engineering Institute has an ultra
modern and world class infrastructural facility in the
form of spacious buildings which are equipped with
excellent amenities. It has well equipped laboratories
and workshops with state-of-the-art machinery and
equipments. The institute has a spacious, cozy& mod-
ern library, designed to meet the learning needs of the
budding technocrats. It has more than 3300 students
and close to 200 highly qualified faculty members.

The DKTE Institute, since the beginning, was directed
to conduct cooperative research, integrated with gradu-
ate research, as a means of helping the textile industry
meet the challenges confronting it. Today, DKTE en-
joys an international reputation for the high quality of
its programs and its graduates, many occupying lead-
ership positions in industry, education and research.

The faculty members of this Institute are deeply en-
gaged in carrying out research sponsored by industry
as well as in-house research. As a result of this, as
many as 650 research papers have been published /
presented by the faculty members in reputed national
and international journals as well as in important na-
tional and international conferences.

"It is one of the greatest achievements of DKTE. We
are in textile engineering education for the last 33
years and have worked hard to achievegloballevels.
The institute's interaction with 120 industries in the
last academic year has fetched top position among the
901 institutes participated in this survey. This award is
indicative of our hard work in bearing fruits" said Prof.
P.V.Kadole, Principal, DKTE.

"We ensure that students get cutting edge technology
and best contemporary knowledge.DKTE and indus-
tries are complementing each other in a unique way
which resulted in the award. DKTE has made many
MOUs with industries in the areas of research and
development, consultancy and joint publications. Good
quality education and industry institute interaction have
taken the name of the institute to the global
level."PrakashAwade, Governing Council Member &
Advisor of institute said.

The management of D.K.T.E extended their whole
hearted guidance at every stage of this survey.Faculty
members' contribution is noteworthy in winning this
award.
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AMID ALL THE excitement about high tech and the
push into services, it is easy to forget that China's
modern economy was built on the strength of a solid
and often low-tech manufacturing sector. Now manu-
facturing is widely thought to be in trouble. Factories
are squeezed, labour costs are rising and jobs are be-
ing reshored to America. Competitors such as Ger-
many are said to be leaving China behind by using
robotics.

Chinese officials have responded in the only way they
know. In May the State Council, China's ruling body,
approved Made in China 2025 a costly scheme that
will use mandates, subsidies and other methods to
persuade manufacturers to upgrade their factories. The
plan is for China to become a green and innovative
world manufacturing power by 2025.

China is already the world's largest manufacturer, ac-
counting for nearly a quarter of global value added in
this sector. Research by the Wharton Business School
finds that the country leads in many industries and that
reshoring to the developed economies is not happen-
ing on a large scale. Even though some production is
moving to countries nearer its consumers, China re-
mains at the heart of a network known as Factory
Asia. It has an excellent infrastructure and an enor-
mous, hard-working and skilled workforce. Though
wages are rising, its labour productivity is far higher
than that of India, Vietnam and other rivals, and is
forecast to keep growing at 6-7% a year to 2025.

Manufacturing is almost entirely controlled by private
firms, both Chinese and foreign, which unlike SOEs
will not be pushed by bureaucrats into making unprof-
itable investments subsidies may feel good but distort
investment decisions: The government loves to fund
flashy hardware and robotics, but there's no money for

the software and data analytics needed to make proper
use of it. And in any case most of these private firms
are already innovating at a cracking pace without
prompting from government.

A big American contract manufacturer, says product
cycles have become much faster. Factories in China
used to serve export markets, but are now reorganising
to concentrate on the booming local market. They are
sensibly investing in automation, worker training and
new methods. In the process, he says, China is "mov-
ing from work engine of the world to genuine innova-
tor".

An Irish entrepreneur, who has worked in Chinese
manufacturing for two decades, believes that a huge
amount of innovation is happening around manufac-
turing supply chains. PCH, his firm in Shenzhen, is a
supply-chain manager that now helps foreign manu-
facturers with design and mass customisation. A pri-
vate firm with revenues of over $1 billion last year, it
moves up to 10m components a day and ships mer-
chandise worth $10 billion a year.

Barclays Bank believes the manufacturing sector is
moving from Made in China to Made by China. In the
1980s and 1990s most factories were owned by firms
from Taiwan (like Foxconn) or the West (like Flex).
Increasinglythe sector will be run by Chinese firms.
Taiwan used to dominate the market for upmarket elec-
tronics components, but now many Chinese
partssuppliers are leading production facilities.

China is the world's largest market for industrial auto-
mation and robots.In many fields the latest robots el-
evate the nature of work because they improve safety
and eliminate the need for heavy lifting.  Local engi-
neers developed China Dragon, a robot made specifi-
cally for the computer industry, which sells well glo-
bally. In many industries China is still learning from
the world, say the engineers, but its electronics manu-
facturing is so advanced that "the world is learning
from China."

Manysee China pushing ahead with robots like YuMi,
which was partly developed there. This affordable two-
armed creation can be deployed safely next to humans
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on assembly lines and is able to do fine work like
inspecting phones for scratches. At its factory in Shang-
hai, production is constantly increasing.

Foxconns claims that within five years the 30% of his
labour force doing the most tedious work will be re-
placed by robots, releasing them to do something more
valuable. The highly inventive firm, which holds many
American patents, is building all its automation in-
house.

Staying ahead of the game allows manufacturers to
keep their best clients. Nike, a global sportswear firm,
has seen a lot of its suppliers decamp to cheaper Viet-
nam, but still gets 30% of its components from the
mainland, China.

China plan
What about the government's "Made in China 2025"
plan? It might succeed on its more modest goals.  Its
immediate aims are to improve quality, productivity
and digitisation, and to expand the use of numerically
controlled machines. All these thingsare already in
common use by world-class manufacturers in other
countries. A push to invest might well help Chinese
laggards catch up.

China's state planners also want to help companies
leapfrog to the forefront of technology. Their plan
involves policies to encourage the adoption of robot-
ics, 3D printing and other advanced techniques. But
factories will invest in advanced kit only if it makes
commercial sense.

A visit to a middling factory in a middling city illus-
trates the point. The GuangnengRongneng Automotive

Trim Company in Chongqing is not a fancy place.
Stock is piled hither and yon. Owned by a privately
held firm, the factory makes injection-moulded and
welded automotive parts, mostly for Ford. Director of
operations says wages have gone up so much that he
has to pay casual workers the same as they can earn
in Shenzhen.

It says ABB robot on one side of an aisle that makes
complex parts to go on instrument panels. Across the
aisle sits a Chinese robot made which lacks the range
and precision of the foreign model but is one-third the
price. And plenty of the work at his firm is, and will
remain, done by hand. China is heading in this direc-
tion and robots are being adopted factory to factory.

Thanks to liberalisation and China's subsequent acces-
sion to the World Trade Organisation, the country's
manufacturers rose to become export powerhouses.
Because exporters must compete in the global market,
the weak manufacturers and traders are going out of
the business.

China will continue to be a leading manufacturer al-
though their costs are going up and they are adopting
new technology to meet new challenges. Further China
has so much of production capacities, which is very
difficult for any other countries to match.

Sourced & Compiled by
Mr. Arvind Sinha - CEO
M/s. Business Advisors Group
Mumbai
Cell No. 9820062612 / 8108612612
Email: arpsinha09@gmail.com /
lionasinha@gmail.com
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INDIA

13th International & 71st All India Textile Conference
Theme: Functional Textiles & Apparels - Global
Requirements & Opportunities
Date : 22nd-23rdJanuary, 2016
Venue : KNIMHANS Convention Hall, Hosur Road,

Bangalore, India
Contact : The Textile Association (India) -

Karnataka Unit Dr. HL Vijaya Kumar -
Organizing Chairman of Conference

M. : 09448372421,
E-mail : taikic19@gmail.com

Mr. Kannan Krishnamurthy -
Hon. Secretary

M. : 08088428526.
Kannank.universal@gmail.com

TEMTECH - 2016 - North India's Largest Textile
Machinery and Spare Parts Exhibition
Date : 06th to 08th February, 2016
Venue : Bhilwara, Rajasthan (India)
Contact : Mr. Govind Sharma
M. : 09829085976,
E-mail : govindsharma@temtech.in,

temtechbhi@gmail.com,
Website : www.temtech.in

INTEXCON 2016 - International Conference on
"Denims, a Democracy in Fashion"
Date : 19th-20th February, 2016
Venue : IIM, Ahmedabad
Contact : Mr. Nirav Shah

Diagonal Consulting (India)
B-509, Infinity Tower, Corporate Road,
Prahlad Nagar, Next to Ramada Hotel,
Ahmedabad - 380 015

Tel. : 079-40307836, M.: +91 9909904179
E-mail : nirav.dci@gmail.com, nirav.dci@diagonal.in

Hometex Tech Expo - 2016
Date : 18th-20thMarch, 2016
Venue : AnaajMandi, G.T. Road,

Panipat - 132 001 Haryana
Contact : Mr. Nirav Shah

Diagonal Consulting (India)
B-509, Infinity Tower, Corporate Road,
Prahlad Nagar, Next to Ramada Hotel,
Ahmedabad - 380 015

Tel. : 079-40307836, M.: +91 9909904179
E-mail : nirav.dci@gmail.com, nirav.dci@diagonal.in

Every effort is made to ensure that the information given is correct. You are however, advised to re-check the
dates with the organizers, for any change in schedule, venue etc., before finalizing your travel plans..

Textile Machinery Expo - 2016
Date : 14th to 15th April, 2016
Venue : Mahatma Mandir, Gandhinagar,

Gujarat (India)
Contact : Mr.Gopesh Nair - Event Director

Mriya Events
302, Srusti Apartment,
Near Vidyani School, Sama,
Vadodara- 390 008 (Guj.) India

M. : 9723236289,9723231666
E-mail : info@textilemachineryexpo.com,

gopesh@textilemachineryexpo.com
Website : www.textilemachineryexpo.com

Non Woven Tech Asia 2016
3rdNon Woven International Exhibition & Conference
Date : 02nd to 4th June, 2016
Venue : Hall No. 5, Bombay Exhibition Centre,

NSE Complex, Goregaon (E), Mumbai, India
Contact : Radeecal Communications,
Tel. : +91-079-26401101/2/3
M. : +91-9173440725,
E-mail : sales@nonwoventechasia.com
Website : www.nonwoventechasia.com

ITME 2016
The Integrated Textile & Garment Manufacturing
Technologies Showcase
Date : 03rd to 08th December, 2016
Venue : Bombay Convention & Exhibition Centre,

Goregaon (E), Mumbai,  India
Contact : Executive Director

India ITME Society, 1210/1211, Dalamal Tower,
A wing, 12th Floor, Plot No.211, Nariman Point,
Mumbai- 400 021 India

Tel. : +91-022-2202 0032, 2282 8138
Fax : +91-022-2285 1578
E-mail : itme@itme-india.com
Website : www.itme@itme-india.com

ABROAD

ITM 2016 Turkey (International Textile, Yarn, Knitting,
Weaving, Dyeing, Printing, Finishing and Hosiery
Machineries, Sub-Industries and Chemical Exhibition)
Date : 01st to 04th June, 2016
Venue : TUYAP Fair, Convention and Congress Center,

Istanbul, Turkey
Contact : Teknik Fairs Limited Company

YakupluMerkezMah, Osmanli Cad,
Guney Konaklan,
B-Block No., 1 Kat 3 Daire 6 34524 Beylikduzu,
ISTANBUL, Turkiye

Tel. : + (0) 212.876-75-06 (PBX)
Fax : + (0) 212.876-06-81
E-mail : info@teknikfuarcilik.com
Website : www.itm2016.com

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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